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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

This master thesis describes the work of a six month project to conclude the Embedded Systems Master study at Eindhoven University of Technology. The project is a collaboration between two universities, Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e) and Brandenburg University of Technology Cottbus (BTU).

The work for this project is partially (the first 1.5 month) done at the System Architectures and Networking (SAN) department at the Eindhoven University of Technology. The main research field of the SAN department is on the architecture of networked embedded systems, including hardware and software aspects. Another part of this project (4 months) is done at the Multimedia Technology (MT) department at the BTU, where extensive research is done in the field of scalable multimedia processing algorithms and technologies.

During the project, the emphasis of the work in this project has moved from research to mechanisms to allow preliminary termination of jobs, towards resource allocation within priority processing applications. The primary description of the project concerns multimedia applications allowing different modes of operation, as developed within the context of the project ITEA/CANTATA. The main goal originally is to investigate, prototype, design, implement and evaluate a mechanism, within a real-time operating system, in order to reduce the required time to perform a mode change.

The project description, as provided by the Multimedia Technology department of the BTU, concerns optimizing the control of priority processing applications. The concept of priority processing, as a paradigm for real-time scalable video algorithms, relies on the availability of mechanisms to preliminary terminate jobs (processing a frame). Although both project descriptions demand preliminary termination of jobs, the project as provided by the SAN department (TU/e) is logically stated from a system’s perspective, whereas the project description at the Multimedia department points more to the application domain.

Initial research done at the SAN department at the TU/e (during the first 1.5 month before my internship period at BTU Cottbus), was targeted at preliminary termination in multimedia applications which support multiple modes of operation. The priority processing application can be seen as a more fine-grained approach of scalability which are applicable for special cases of signal processing algorithms. The goal was to implement and compare performance of different mechanisms allowing preliminary termination within the field of priority processing. This would give additional insights in difficulties from the application perspective, before actual implementation and evaluation of the mechanisms within a real-time operating system. The implementation and evaluation of mechanisms for preliminary termination within a real-time environment is left as future work and replaced with additional work in optimizing the control of the priority processing applications by means of additionally required mechanisms.

On one hand, changing the emphasis in the project makes parts of the initial research less relevant, especially research towards systems allowing mode changes. On the other hand, new research objectives showed up by means of dynamically allocating processor resources among competing scalable video processing algorithms within the priority processing application. In this report it is briefly pointed out how mechanisms for preliminary termination can be used to speed up mode changes. The new direction taken within the project is based upon the diagnoses of the provided priority processing application, in which it became clear that there was lack of a correct real-time task model. This elementary missing model caused a wrong implementation of task priorities and incorrect assumptions on the behavior of the application. The need for correcting the application’s misbehavior was a reason to put the emphasis of the work to diagnosing the existing mechanisms used for allocating processor time within the priority processing application, and to compare performance attributes between alternative implementations.

Summarizing the research directives taken during this project, my project is especially targeted at the domain of scalable video algorithms. At the BTU Cottbus, a more fine-grained approach by means of priority processing is developed, than the classical approach of discrete quality modes as a paradigm for scalable video algorithms. In this project, we investigate different mechanisms to efficiently manage resource allocation for priority processing applications. Priority processing applications are composed from one or more scalable video algorithms, requiring controlled preliminary termination of jobs and distribution of resources over its components, hence the name of this report. The goal of this project is to:

- evaluate different mechanisms to allow preliminary termination of scalable video algorithm jobs;
- investigate mechanisms to efficiently divide resources among competing video algorithms;
- reduce control overhead of priority processing applications.
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ABSTRACT

Scalable video algorithms using novel priority processing can guarantee real-time performance on programmable platforms even with limited resources. According to the priority processing principle, scalable video algorithms follow a priority order. Hence, important image parts are processed first and less important parts are subsequently processed in a decreasing order of importance. After creation of an initial output by a basic function, processing can be terminated at an arbitrary moment in time, yielding the best output for given resources. This characteristic of priority processing allowing preliminary termination, requires appropriate mechanisms.

Dynamic resource allocation is required to maximize the overall output quality of independent, competing priority processing algorithms that are executed on a shared platform. To distribute the available resources, i.e. CPU-time, among competing, independent priority processing algorithms, a scheduling policy has been developed, which aims at maximizing the total relative progress of the algorithms on a frame-basis. Allocation of processor resources to priority processing algorithms can be established by means of different mechanisms.

The allocation of resources requires monitoring mechanisms to provide the control component with information about the progress of the individual algorithms relative to the amount of consumed time.

In this report, we describe basic mechanisms for dynamic resource allocation:

1. Preliminary Termination: Upon expiration of a predefined, periodic deadline, all scalable priority processing algorithms must be terminated and computations for a next frame must be started. Although it is conceivable to let the algorithms check whether or not it should preliminary terminate at regular intervals (e.g. at a finer granularity level than entire frames), this would give rise to additional overhead. Alternatively, it is conceivable to provide an a-synchronous signalling mechanism allowing preliminary termination of activities.

2. Resource Allocation: The decision scheduler divides the available resources within a period into fixed-sized quanta, termed time-slots, and dynamically allocates these time-slots to the algorithms based upon the scheduling policy. To allocate processor time, a task implementing a scalable priority processing algorithm is assigned the processor by means of either (i) suspending and resuming the task or (ii) manipulating the task priority such that the native fixed priority scheduler (FPS) of the platform can be used. The latter option allows the consumption of gain-time.

3. Monitoring: The scheduling policy decides each time-slot which algorithm to assign the processor resources. This decision is based upon progress values of the algorithms relative to the amount of time consumed by these algorithms. Monitoring requires the decision scheduler to be activated after each time-unit. Each period consists of a fixed amount of time-slots. Both mechanisms for preliminary termination and resource allocation rely on correct accounting of these time-slots.

The priority processing applications are prototyped in a Matlab/Simulink environment and executed on a multi-core platform under Microsoft Windows XP. This platform is used to compare the performance of different implementations of the above described mechanisms.

For preliminary termination, we want to minimize the following two measurable performance attributes:

1. Termination latency: Based on extensive tests, there is no measurable difference in polling each block- or pixel-computation. Signalling is less reliable, causes relative high latencies and is not available on most platforms (including the Windows platform).

2. Computational overhead: Polling involves computational overhead and disturbs signal processing. In our simulation environment there is just a small computational overhead measurable.

Resource allocation mechanisms are optimized by reducing context-switching overhead. Furthermore, priority manipulation mechanisms has the additional advantage over suspending-resuming of tasks that it allows priority processing to consume gain-time.

Monitoring shows difficulties in enforcing time-slots on the Windows platform, since accounting of time-slots relies on the availability of high-resolution timers. Therefore, the decision scheduler implements a busy-waiting loop and must be mapped on a separate core.

Finally, it is shown that the control overhead of the priority processing application is significantly improved by combining block-based polling as a mechanism for preliminary termination; priority manipulation using the Windows fixed priority scheduler as resource allocation mechanism; reducing context-switching overhead and allowing gain-time consumption.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this report, we look at mechanisms to support the control of priority processing applications. Priority processing defines a novel approach towards scalable video algorithms. Dynamic resource allocation is required to maximize the overall output quality of multiple video algorithms that are executed on a shared platform.

First, Section 1.1 motivates the development of scalable video algorithms. Next, in Section 1.2 the problem description is stated more carefully, followed by Section 1.3 which defines the goals of this report. In Section 1.4 the used approach of this research project is summarized, followed by a description of the contributions of this project compared to current research results. Section 1.6 presents a global report outline. Finally, the glossary at the end of this section presents a list with abbreviations used through this report.

1.1 CONTEXT AND BACKGROUND

In current multimedia systems, signal processing functionality are moved from dedicated hardware to software implementations [18]. A problem is to guarantee real-time constraints on programmable platforms with data dependent load conditions. Most algorithms for video processing have a fixed functionality and cannot be adapted to resources. First generation of scalable video algorithms can trade-off picture quality against resource usage at the level of individual frames, by means of providing a limited number of quality levels [18, 39]. These first developed scalable video algorithms typically have a kernel which is not scalable and a scalable part to increase quality.

High quality video processing has real-time constraints. Hard real-time systems require analysis based upon Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET). Due to the highly fluctuating, data dependent resource demands of video processing algorithms, it is not very cost effective to deploy these algorithms on hardware platforms based upon worst-case resource demands. On one hand, implementing video algorithms using the classical real-time approach based upon WCET analysis would lead to:

1. high development cost to extract the WCET from an algorithm. Due to complex algorithms and the data dependent characteristics it is very difficult, if not impossible, to obtain correct WCET estimates.
2. low processor utilization. Due to high load fluctuations within video processing applications, the average case computation times for a frame are not near to the worst case computation times. By requiring resource availability based upon worst case demands, a lot of resources are wasted.

On the other hand, due to the characteristic that worst-case and average case execution times differ a lot, also overload situations can occur. Overload situations cause deadline misses and therefore a reduced output quality.

Scalable video algorithms allow to compromise quality for lower resource demands, as indicated in Figure 1. The trade-off in resource requirements allows deployment of the same software components in consumer electronic products of different price-ranges as well as different product families. A typical use-case, as shown in Figure 1, shows that full software functionality is available in the highest price-range consumer product, which is supplied
with the most powerful hardware. Lower price-ranges are supplied with cheaper hardware and must deal with reduced functionality and/or quality.

The possibility to reuse software components makes scalable video algorithms attractive in a cost-effective sense and decreases the time to market for new products.

1.2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Current trends in consumer electronic products move towards more software oriented approaches, with an increased amount of functionality within the same device. This trend causes that multiple (scalable) software components have to share the same hardware. In this report we consider a special variant of scalable video algorithms, named priority processing. It is investigated which mechanisms are required to efficiently share (processor) resources among competing priority processing video algorithms, which have to share the same resources.

1.3 PROJECT GOALS

Mechanisms are investigated to allow efficient allocation of resources over competing, independent scalable video components. These mechanisms are applied in the priority processing applications to compare efficiency of resource usage. The goal is to allow an abstraction layer, which provide appropriate mechanisms allowing the priority processing components to share processor resources as efficient as possible, and therefore reduce control overhead.

Part of the resource management scheme is to support fast termination of jobs in scalable video applications, preventing overload situations. Using scalable priority processed multimedia applications, a sub-goal is to get rid of the additional overhead caused by polling of the available budget at regular intervals. Providing signalling mechanisms to preliminary terminate tasks in a predictive manner makes the polling mechanism superfluous. Depending on the granularity of the scalable video algorithms, the polling versus the signalling mechanism can be considered trade-offs in overhead versus latency.

Due to the fluctuating load characteristic of video processing algorithms, it is conceivable that processing of a frame consumes less time than expected. This leaves space for other components to use the otherwise wasted processor resources. An additional challenge is to effectively use this so called gain-time.

1.4 APPROACH

The approach of this project is to first investigate mechanisms to support preliminary termination of jobs and distribute resources over competing, independent components. An important issue is to guarantee state and data consistency for an application.

The next step is to evaluate how the investigated mechanisms can be applied in the priority processing application. These priority processing applications are prototyped in a Matlab/Simulink environment which run on standards Microsoft Windows or GNU/Linux machines.

Subsequently, the investigated mechanisms are compared amongst each other in terms of efficiency, by implementing them in scalable priority processing applications. We consider different mechanisms to allow local scheduling of tasks, as well as mechanisms to account the amount of time used by an task. Mechanisms for preliminary termination of jobs are the first objective to optimize.

Finally, the observations extracted from the experiments are used to indicate further directions towards successful implementation of priority processing applications on a real-time platform.

1.5 CONTRIBUTIONS

This report contributes a dynamic resource allocation scheme applied within the priority processing application. Three basic mechanisms for dynamic resource allocation are identified, for which different implementations are compared to each other:

1. **Preliminary Termination**: This report compares different mechanisms to allow preliminary termination of jobs in multimedia applications. For example: a signalling based approach for preliminary terminating jobs is implemented in a priority processing application, in which the performance, by means of control
overhead and termination latency, can be compared to polling based control mechanisms.

2. **Resource Allocation:** It is investigated which mechanisms are needed to supply the priority processing application with a resource management scheme, which dynamically allocates the available resources over competing, independent components.

3. **Monitoring:** The monitoring mechanism extracts state information from the application on which the scheduling policy relies to make appropriate decisions. Furthermore, the resource allocation and preliminary termination mechanisms rely on information concerning the consumed time by a scalable video component.

Furthermore, the priority processing application has been ported to the GNU/Linux platform, which helped to identify incorrect behavior of the application. A main issue corrected in the models is remapping the priority processing tasks on threads, resulting in reduced latencies upon preliminary termination of jobs.

Finally, a proposal is done to deploy the priority processing applications in a real-time environment, based on gathered simulation results.

### 1.6 OVERVIEW

During this section, the problem to be solved has been briefly defined and the context of this project is sketched.

Section 2 summarizes related literature, containing useful background information for a general system model. During this section, more elaborate information about scalable video techniques and their control are described. After this section, issues to be solved in project should be clarified in more detail.

Section 3 presents a general architecture for the control of scalable multimedia applications with fluctuating quality levels. After presenting this general architecture, the interaction between the controlling components, system level components and application components will be described in more detail. The main contribution of Section 3 is to outline different implementations for the preliminary termination, resource allocation and monitoring mechanisms.

Section 4 introduces the priority processed video application and shows how the architecture and mechanisms introduced in Section 3 can be mapped onto the priority processing applications. The simulation environment, in which the priority processing applications are prototyped, is also explained in detail. The prototyped models of the priority processing applications, as initially implemented, are carefully diagnosed. Finally, questions and hypotheses are stated in Section 4 which are to be answered and tested.

Section 5 describes the experiments performed with the priority processing applications and presents the corresponding measurement results.

Finally, Section 6 summarized conclusions extracted from the priority processing application; proposes directions of further research and states some overall concluding remarks.
## 1.7 GLOSSARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APC</td>
<td>A-synchronous Procedure Call</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Programming Interface</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARM</td>
<td>Advanced RISC Machine</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>Application Specific Processor</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Central Processing Unit</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP</td>
<td>Digital Signal Processor</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPDS</td>
<td>Fixed Priority Deferred Scheduling</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPPS</td>
<td>Fixed Priority Preemptive Scheduling</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPS</td>
<td>Fixed Priority Scheduling</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCC</td>
<td>GNU Compiler Collection</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOPS</td>
<td>Giga Operations Per Second</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCD</td>
<td>Liquid Crystal Display</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIPS</td>
<td>Microprocessor without Interlocked Pipeline Stages</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPSoC</td>
<td>Multi-Processors System on Chip</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSIX</td>
<td>Portable Operating System Interface for Unix</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMC</td>
<td>Quality Manager Component</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS</td>
<td>Quality of Service</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDTSC</td>
<td>Read Time Stamp Counter</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL</td>
<td>Reinforcement Learning</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>Round Robin</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMP</td>
<td>Symmetric Multi-core Processing</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSC</td>
<td>Time Stamp Counter</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLIW</td>
<td>Very Long Instruction Word</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VQEG</td>
<td>Video Quality Experts Group</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCET</td>
<td>Worst-Case Execution Time</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. RELATED WORK

This section presents related literature to topics relevant to this report. First a more elaborate description of scalable video algorithms will be given.

Scalable video applications which can run in several modes of operation must ensure smooth transition between quality levels. During mode switches overload situations must be prevented. Similarly, frame-computations must reside within assigned (fixed-sized) budgets. A trend is observed towards more fine-grained scalable video applications. For example: set a quality mode for each frame. Section 2.1 presents most common techniques in the field of scalable video algorithms and relates it to the priority processing concept. Priority processing is introduced in Section 2.2, as a way of self-adapting scalable video algorithms, is capable of handling fluctuating resource availability.

In Section 2.3 different control strategies are compared. First reservation-based strategy for a single algorithm is explained. Thereafter, it is compared with the control strategy developed for competing algorithms within the priority processing application.

Scalable video algorithms are developed to exploit their advantageous characteristic of adaptable resource requirements. This means that scalable video algorithms can be ported to different hardware platforms, which provide different amount of resources. However, each platform (software and hardware) provides its own set of primitives to do resource management. In Section 2.4 a overview of trends in platform design is given as basic background information.

In the application domain of scalable video algorithms, preliminary termination of pending work is a desired mechanism to guarantee progress at a certain quality level within resource constraints. Mechanisms for resource management within scalable video applications typically assume a semi-static resource availability. Mechanisms for resource management while guaranteeing availability of resources, known as resource reservation mechanisms, are described in Section 2.5.

A summary of the related work is given in Section 2.6. For a brief description of related research topics which are applicable in this project, it is sufficient to read Section 2.6.

2.1 SCALABLE VIDEO ALGORITHMS: FROM MODES TO PRIORITY PROCESSING

A classical approach to achieve scalability in multimedia applications is to introduce multiple modes of operation, which trade-off resource requirements versus Quality of Service (QoS). An application running on a particular platform is assumed to be able to run in a number of different application-modes. Each mode may for example represent a specific quality level of that application. Example applications include a video decoder that can process an MPEG video-stream at different quality levels or an algorithm improving the quality of an individual frame. Whenever such an application is requested to change its quality level, it typically defers the actual change to a well-defined moment in its code, for example upon completion of an entire frame or completion of an enhancement layer of that frame.

Figure 2 shows an example of a scalable video algorithm which is split into a set of specific functions. Some of these functions are scalable to provide different quality levels. The quality control block contains the information to set appropriate combinations of quality levels of the functions in order to provide an overall acceptable output quality. These quality levels are modes in which the multimedia application can act. A mode change request is initiated when the control triggers an application to change its quality level.

Hentschel et al. [18] define scalable video algorithms as an algorithm that:

1. allows dynamic adaption of output quality versus resource usage on a given platform;
2. support different platforms for media processing;
3. is easily controllable by a control device for several predefined settings.

As an alternative to modes of operations in scalable real-time multimedia applications, the scalable priority processing principle is developed [17]. Priority processing offers a way of deploying scalable video algorithms, which can be interrupted during processing and still deliver best quality for the resources used, instead of skipping a complete output image.
Dynamic Resource Allocation in Multimedia Applications

2.2 PRIORITY PROCESSING

With the principle of priority processing [17], an efficient way for self-adapting video algorithms at not guaranteed system resources has been proposed. According to this principle, signal processing follows a priority order. Important image parts are processed first, less important parts in a decreasing order. After creation of an initial output by a basic function, signal processing can be preliminary terminated at arbitrary moment in time.

Hentschel and Schiemenz [17] introduce a scalable priority processing algorithm for sharpness enhancement. After creating a basic output, the image content is analyzed and finally the scalable functions processes the image blocks in which the blocks with high frequency content get preference over other blocks. An example of this algorithm is shown in Figure 3. Traditional image enhancement algorithms process the content from left to right and in a top down fashion. By only enhancing 25% of the image content, this would result in enhancing background content. By giving preference to high frequent blocks, important parts of the foreground are processed first, resulting in an immediately visible result.

Priority processing is characterized by an algorithm dependent quality function with three stages: apply a basic function, analyze the image content and finally apply the scalable algorithm part in order of importance. The behavior of priority processed scalable video algorithms is shown in Figure 4, by a characteristic function in time versus the output quality:

1. Initially, time is spent to produce a basic output at the lowest quality level.
2. Thereafter, time is spent to identify the most important parts of the image content.
3. Finally, the quality of the picture is increased by processing the most important picture parts first.

When a basic output is available, processing can be interrupted at any time, which leaves the output at the quality level obtained so far. Each priority processing algorithm has its own characteristic trend.

Schiemenz and Hentschel [33] introduce a more comprehensive deinterlacing priority processing algorithm. A deinterlacer fills in the missing lines of interlaced transmitted (or stored) video signals for representation on progressive pixel-oriented displays, such as plasma or Liquid Crystal Displays (LCDs) [33]. After creating a basic output by simple linear interpolation, the scalable part of the deinterlacing algorithm has two parts:

1. Motion adaptive interpolation in stationary areas of the video content.
2. Edge dependent motion adaptive interpolation in moving areas of the video content.

The deinterlacer algorithm analyses the video content and gives priorities on basis of extracted motion information. Each stage of the algorithm improves the signal to noise ratio of the picture content. Both stages are applied sequentially, because applying both algorithms consecutively on a single block would give visible artifacts when preliminary terminating the processing of a frame.

Knopp [23] implemented the scalable deinterlacing algorithm on the DM642 evaluation board of Texas Instruments and compares the results by the hardware accelerated measurements with the measurements obtained from the Matlab/Simulink environment. The qualitative results are good, however the algorithms run a lot...
2.3 CONTROL STRATEGIES

Wüst et al. [39] describe strategies to adapt quality levels by balancing different parameters determining the user-perceived video quality. These parameters are:

1. **Picture quality**: this is measured as perceived by the user and must be as high as possible;
2. **Deadline misses**: these should be as sparse as possible, because of the induced artifacts;
3. **Quality changes**: the number and size of quality level changes should be as low as possible.

Control strategies try to find optimal settings for these parameters, to maximize the perceived quality level.

2.3.1 BUDGET-BASED CONTROL

Wüst et al. [39] introduce a control strategy which selects a quality mode at the border of each frame-computation. Each quality level assumes a fixed availability of budget for a single algorithm. The selection of the quality level is designed as a discrete stochastic decision problem by means of a modified Markov Decision Process.

A Markov Decision Process is built from states and actions. The states incorporate the task progress and the previous quality level. The actions select a new quality level with an attached probability. The Markov Decision Process is solved off-line for particular budget values. During runtime when the control starts a new job, the controller decides its action by consulting the Markov policy by a simple table look-up.

---

**Figure 3**: Example result of applying a scalable sharpness enhancement algorithm. a) The blocks of the image are processed in sequential order; b) The most important picture parts are identified and processed. In both images the red parts show the progress of the algorithm. c) The result of the sequential algorithm in which only background content is filtered and therefore no visible quality improvement is obtained. d) The result of the priority processing algorithm when the most important image parts are enhanced. Source: [6]

slower on the hardware as on modern general purpose computers such that realtime performance is not achieved. The flexibility and the increasing computing power of modern general purpose computers give preference to implementing the algorithms in high level languages, instead of porting them to embedded platforms.
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- **Figure 4**: Priority processing, as a function of time consumption versus output quality, can be divided in three time-frames: 1) produce a basic output at the lowest quality level; 2) Identify the most important image content; 3) Enhance the quality of the output by processing the most important picture parts first.

Such a decision table can also be built during runtime by means of *reinforcement learning*. A reinforcement learning strategy starts with no knowledge and has to learn optimal behavior from the experience it gains during runtime [4]. State-action values in the table give estimates how good a particular action is in a given state. Given a state, the best action in the table is chosen during runtime. This action gives the new runtime quality mode. Wüst et al. [39] claim that only a small amount of pre-determined statistics is needed to get reasonably good start results.

Control strategies described by Wüst et al. [39] assume a *work preserving* approach, which means that a job processing a frame is not aborted if its deadline is missed, but is completed anyhow. The reasoning behind this strategy is that abortion of jobs would waste work already done. In this report, considering priority processing applications, the work preserving property is not applicable.

### 2.3.2 DECISION SCHEDULER

The strategy [39] selects a quality level for processing the next frame upon completion of the previous frame, i.e. synchronous with processing. Despite the fact that the priority processing approach does not have modes of operation, it also applies reinforcement learning strategies to assign budgets for the scalable video tasks [6, 22, 32]. The control of the priority processing application selects the algorithm to execute next upon completion of a time-slot instead of upon completion of a frame, i.e. synchronous with time.

For the control of priority processing algorithms, a scheduling method based on time-slots is used. A collection of time-slots define a periodically available budget for a frame-computation. The control (decision scheduler) receives the result from the reinforcement learning scheduling policy and enables the selected video task for the duration of one time slot with the entire resources. The decision scheduler allocates time-slots to the scalable algorithms [32] and preliminary terminates processing when the capacity is depleted. Because each algorithm must provide an output at the end of each period, we need appropriate mechanisms to preliminary terminate algorithms when the period ends (deadline is reached).

The allocation of time slots is dependent on the processing progress of individual algorithms. The scalable algorithms update their progress value at runtime. The so called decision scheduler decides an allocation on basis of progress values according to apportion of resources in a fair way, using methods from *reinforcement learning*. Basic implementations of the decision scheduler plus some scalable priority processing algorithms are available.

Schiemenz [32] compares a reinforcement learning scheduling approach with the round-robin approach and the minimum-decision approaches. Each deadline period in which a frame must be processed, is cut into time-slots. The amount of time-slots in a period is at least the amount of competing algorithms. The decision scheduler assigns the time-slots to the algorithms and makes the decision on the basis of obtained progress values. The goal is to assign the time-slots in such a way that the total progress of all algorithms is maximized. It is assumed...
that the progress of an algorithm, measured by the amount of processed blocks, is proportional to the perceived quality level:

\[ \text{Quality} \sim \text{Progress} \quad (1) \]

Due to the learning characteristic of the reinforcement learning approach, this approach achieves better overall quality than other approaches like:

1. **Round-robin**: Every algorithm is alternately assigned a time-slot. Since progress trends are characteristic for an algorithm and data dependent, one algorithm might need more time than another to reach similar progress values.

2. **Minimum Decision**: The algorithm which has the lowest progress value is assigned the next time-slot. This approach only works with algorithms requiring a similar amount of resources. When an algorithm requires a lot of resources to reach a certain progress value, it can exclude all other competing algorithms. These other algorithms might require only a few resources to complete. Therefore the minimum decision approach does not maximize the total progress value.

Joost [22] investigated how to stabilize the reinforcement learning scheduling in priority processing applications, such that progress values show reduced fluctuations compared to an earlier implementation of Berger [6]. This stabilization leads to less fluctuation in quality. Joost [22] also implemented a prototype on the Texas Instruments DM642 evaluation board. Despite the labor-intensive, but successfully applied, task of mapping a priority processing application on this (relatively outdated) embedded platform, the implementation lacks a satisfactory performance result.

### 2.4 PLATFORM SUPPORT

In order to map the priority processing application successfully on an arbitrary platform, it is required to have extensive knowledge about the target platform. This section gives an overview of the most important aspects of a platform. A **platform**, which is capable to run software components, is defined by [8]:

1. **Hardware**: provides the computational power, memory and possible additional components to speed up computations;
2. **Programming language**: a formalism to express how to use the hardware;
3. **Operating system**: a software layer which distinguishes the hardware layer from the software.
4. **Runtime-libraries**: standard libraries (provided by - or built on top of - the operating system) which provide basic functionality reusable by different components.

Especially the hardware and the operating system are given extra attention in this section. As a special type of system, real-time systems are briefly introduced.

#### 2.4.1 HARDWARE TRENDS

Considering the development of computational power in embedded devices in the last decades, a trend is shown towards increased parallelism [12, Section 2] on different levels in the design. A graphical overview of different classes in processor design, trading off flexibility for efficiency, is shown in Figure 5. Flexibility is a metric which indicates the programmability of the platform. Efficiency is measured in energy consumption.

Figure 5 shows three most important classes of processor architectures:

1. Application Specific Processor (ASP) consists of processing elements dedicated and optimized for a single application.
2. Digital Signal Processor (DSP) consists of relative simple hardware capable of efficiently executing signal processing applications.
3. General purpose processor are very dynamic and programmable platforms, allowing a wide range of applications to run, but at the cost of efficiency.

Production of programmable chips is only cost-effective when mass-production is possible. Therefore, a trend towards more dynamic architectures is visible, such that after production of the chip the functionality can be changed by means of software updates.

An example of devices containing application specific processors, is the first generation mobile-phones, which are capable of making phone calls and sending text messages. Hardware chips inside these mobile-phones are very energy efficient, but it is not possible to extend the mobile-phone with additional software applications.
Current trend

Desktop PC / Laptop  |  Signal Processing Acceleration  |  Telephone chips
General Purpose  |  DSP  |  ASP
Flexibility  |  efficiency

- Figure 5: Current processor architectures, embedded in current user electronic devices, show a trend towards more flexibility. By example of: H. Corporaal and B. Mesman (TU/e)

These days, mobile-phones are very flexible and allow installation of software applications on user demand. This is at the cost of energy efficiency.

Energy savings is a topic getting a lot of attention in current research. Combining research in energy efficient computing with programmability means that the gap between general purpose and application specific processor designs becomes smaller.

2.4.2 ROLE OF THE OPERATING SYSTEM

An operating system provides an interface between hardware and software by providing [8]:

1. **Abstraction**: implement generic concepts and handle complexity. For example: implement basic hardware drivers, such that application engineers can abstract from hardware details.

2. **Virtualization**: from the point of view of an application or an user, it looks like the operating system provides each of them with the full system resources. Furthermore, the operating system provides the same abstraction for multiple underlying hardware systems.

3. **Resource management**: resource management aims at sharing resources among different application within the system. Sharing of resources includes allocating the resources as efficient as possible and prevent applications from abusing resources (protection of resources).

Important in operating system design is the distinction between policy, providing the abstraction, and the mechanism, providing the means. The decision scheduler, as introduced in Section 2.3.2, is an application specific component, which specifies the *policy* (or *strategy*) to distribute the resources. A *policy* describes how a system should behave. In order to realize a policy, appropriate mechanisms must be provided by the operating system or a layer built on top of the operating system. A *mechanism* provides the instrument to implement a policy.

Topic of research are resource management mechanisms to allow efficient allocation of processor resources for multimedia applications. The mechanisms required to dynamically allocate resources are built on top of the operating system, assuming that operating system sources are not available and aiming at general applicable approaches. This preserves platform abstraction for the application.

2.4.3 REAL-TIME SYSTEMS

A real-time system is not only characterized by its functional requirements, but also by its timing requirements. This means that tasks in such a system are bounded by a deadline. By violating this deadline, the functional output of this task becomes less valuable, irrelevant or even wrong. A lot of research has been done in order to achieve predictability in real-time systems, such that correctness in this temporal behavior can be guaranteed [11]. However, most common techniques described in literature assume that a system is formed by a fixed set of tasks. These tasks, assumed to be independent of each other, execute the system functionality, and are often categorized as periodic or a-periodic. A *task* is defined as a sequence of actions that must be performed in reaction of an event, whereas a *job* is defined as an instantiation of a task.

Guaranteeing timeliness constraints requires analysis of a real-time system before deployment. Methods for
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Analysis described in literature, such as by Buttazzo [11], rely on a task model description based on the following task characteristics:

1. Timing parameters are known-upfront (for example: worst-case execution times, periods and relative deadlines). These parameters (dependent on the scheduling policy) are required to provide the analysis whether a feasible schedule is possible with the tasks composing the system.

2. Worst-case execution times are close to average-case execution time. When the difference between worst-case and average-case execution times is relatively high, it leads to low processor utilization. In order to guarantee timing constraints, the worst-case scenario must be taken into account. When accounting the worst-case scenario, it means that an average case job leaves a lot of unused processor time.

3. Each task is assigned a priority, which is determined by the scheduling policy. The priority can be fixed or dynamically assigned. Tasks are assigned to the processor according to their priority.

4. Tasks are assumed to be independent. Precedence relations or communication between tasks can influence the schedulability of the system.

Since the main task of a real-time operating system is to provide predictable task latencies, this requires appropriate implementations of system calls, memory management and offered primitives [11]. All kernel calls should have a bounded execution time. Memory management must be done deterministically. Constructs as semaphores and dynamic datastructures must be prevented, since these constructs do not allow analysis of resource allocation upfront.

On the one hand, high quality video applications also require precise timeliness constraints, for example: periodically a frame is computed with a predefined deadline. On the other hand, multimedia applications do not fit in the classical real-time model. Media processing applications are typically organized as chains of data driven tasks [38], which violates the assumption of independent tasks. Furthermore, the data-dependent computational load of a signal processing algorithm violate the assumption that worst-case execution times are close to average-case execution times. Therefore, scalable alternatives are developed to fit multimedia processing applications in a real-time environment, such as reservation based mechanisms (see Section 2.5) with corresponding quality modes.

It might be desirable for a system to accommodate changes of functionality or behavior to respond to external events. It is possible to include different flavors of tasks in a single task set, however this approach does not scale very well. Alternatively, the task set can depend on the mode the application is running in. An event in the system can trigger the application to switch between two application modes, which is called a mode change request. However, in literature several techniques are described in order to achieve predictability during the transition of application modes, see [31]. An overview of the applicability of investigated resource allocation mechanisms in applications supporting different modes of operating is described in Appendix A.

2.5 RESOURCE RESERVATIONS

Resource reservations is an approach to manage resources at the level of real-time operating systems, by means of providing a virtual platform among competing applications within the system [28]. A reserve represents a share of a single computing resource [29], for example: processor time, physical memory or network bandwidth. A reserve is implemented as a kernel entity, which means that it cannot be counterfeited. This report focuses mainly on resource management mechanisms for processor time, for which similar mechanisms are required as resource reservations.

As described by Rajkumar et al. [29], the resource reservation paradigm relies strongly on the implementation of mechanisms for:

1. **Admission Control**: This mechanism contains a feasibility test, which checks how much resources can be consumed. A reservation is only granted if it does not exceed the maximum amount of available resources and does not jeopardize overall system performance.

2. **Scheduling**: Defines the policy to distribute the available resources over competing applications.

3. **Enforcement**: These mechanisms must ensure that the amount of resources used by an applications does not exceed the reservation.

4. **Accounting**: Keeps track of the amount of resources used by each application. This information can be used by the scheduling and enforcement mechanisms.

Resource reservations provide temporal protection among different applications. If an application violates its timing constraints, other applications will not suffer from this. This allows independent design, analysis and
validation of real-time applications. Each application can even use a local scheduler, which subdivides the acquired resources among its components. The integration of multiple applications in such an hierarchical scheduled system consists of schedulability test on the system level, verifying that all timing requirements are met [5].

2.5.1 HIERARCHICAL SCHEDULING

Behnam et al. [5] present an hierarchical Scheduling framework built on top of VxWorks, without modifying the kernel source code. The implemented framework provides temporal isolation of programs by means of periodic servers. These servers are the highest level tasks, which are scheduled by the fixed priority scheduler of VxWorks, and their budget is replenished every constant period.

Fixed Priority Scheduling (FPS) means that the highest priority ready task will always execute. If during runtime a task with a higher priority becomes ready to execute, the scheduler stops the execution of the running task and assigns the processor to the higher priority task.

Using the fixed priority scheduler of VxWorks, Behnam et al. [5] describe how to implement arbitrary scheduling policies. This is done by using a interrupt service routine which manipulates tasks in the ready queue. This interrupt service routine can add tasks to the ready queue, remove tasks from the ready queue and can change priorities of tasks. Since periodic servers can be scheduled as periodic tasks, the model is easily extended to provide an hierarchical scheduler. This local scheduler can be implemented by:

1. changing the ready queue, which means that if an server is preempted, all its tasks are removed from the ready queue and marked with a suspend flag;
2. decreasing the priorities of the tasks corresponding to the preempted server to the lowest priority and schedule the tasks of the higher priority server with higher priorities, according to the local scheduling policy.

The advantage of the priority manipulation approach is that unused processor time can be consumed by other servers. The disadvantage is that the overhead of the system scheduler will also increase due to larger ready queues, which have to be sorted.

2.5.2 MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS

The advantage of independent development of applications and guaranteed resources provide a good basis for multimedia applications. Scalable multimedia applications can trade-off resource usage for quality output. By means of well defined interfaces, applications can require an amount of resources from the global system. This allows scalable multimedia applications to negotiate the amount of reserved resources for quality of service. If these resources demands are subject of change during run-time, this requires a run-time admission control mechanism. Therefore, we will assume a fixed amount of available resources per component per activation period. Steffens et al. [35] present propositions and considerations for resource reservations in different applications domains. Most important in the field of multimedia processing include:

1. How do multimedia application adapt their resource needs?
2. How are non-used resources efficiently re-allocated?
3. How do interfaces look like to monitor resource usage?
4. How do interfaces look like to negotiate resource requirements?
5. How is dealt with multiple resources, for example multi-processor systems?
6. What is the granularity at which the resources are allocated? This has influence on efficient use of cache, pipelined computations, and caused control overhead.

Successful application of a resource reservation scheme is based upon operating system support in cooperation with communication via well defined interfaces with the applications. Mercer et al. [26] describe processor reservations for multimedia systems. The analysis is based upon WCET estimations. When the computation time is not constant, a conservative worst case estimate reserves the necessary processor capacity, and the unused time is available for background processing. In multimedia processing, worst case execution times are typically not close to the average case computation times.

The reservation scheme presented by Mercer et al. [26] is implemented in the kernel of a real-time operating system, with the purpose to support higher level resource management policies. A quality of service (QoS) manager could use the reservation system as a mechanism for controlling the resources allocated to various
applications. The QoS manager would translate the QoS parameters of applications to system resource requirements (including processor requirements), possibly with the cooperation of the application itself.

Pérez et al. [28] describe resource reservations for shared memory multi-processors for embedded multimedia applications. The processor reservation scheme is based upon a fixed priority hierarchical scheduling approach to be implemented in a real-time operating system environment, comparable to Behnam et al. [5]. In order to tackle the problem of cache poisoning in a shared cache between multiple processors and the bottleneck of a shared memory bus to access the main off-chip memory, the virtual platform as provided by the resource reservation scheme is extended with algorithms in hardware to divide the available memory resources. By managing the memory resources in an appropriate way, the processor utilization can be increased, due to less stall cycles. Memory reservation schemes are suggested to be applied in hardware as follows:

1. The cache reservation scheme consists of separated domains, which means that each application is allowed to use a specific part of the cache. The cache partitioning scheme can be extended to overlapping domains, to obtain a better cache utilization.
2. The memory reservation scheme is based upon the distinction between periodic, high bandwidth requests versus sporadic, bursted, low latency requests. High bandwidth request have a fixed priority. The memory controller accounts the amount of cycles used by the low latency memory requests and manipulates the priorities according to its budget. When the budget is depleted for a low latency request, the priority for the low latency request is decreased, such that high bandwidth request get precedence.

2.6 APPLICABLE WORK

In this section two different approaches for scalable video applications are described:

1. Quality modes of operation, which are coarse-grained, discrete quality gradations. Each mode of operation requires a semi-static amount of resource availability, whereas mode transitions introduce additional complexity to the systems. A quality mode is typically selected on the boundaries of a frame and a frame computation is typically work-preserving.
2. Priority processing, which introduces fine-grained steps of increasing quality levels. Priority processing processes video content in decreasing priority order, allowing preliminary termination after availability of a basic output. The preliminary termination property makes this type of applications applicable to handle fluctuating resource availability in a self-adapting way. The output quality of priority processing algorithms is determined by the resources that are allocated during run-time.

When multiple scalable video algorithms are competing for a single processor resources, control strategies are required to balance the available resources as efficient as possible. In [39], a control strategy is presented for a single, work-preserving scalable video algorithm. The strategy selects a quality level for processing the next frame upon completion of the previous frame, i.e. synchronous with processing. When a deadline is missed, e.g. a frame is not completed within its budget, a frame might be either skipped or the previous frame can be repeated instead of showing no output at all. The latter option requires additional buffering of frames.

In this report, we consider mechanisms for dynamic resource allocation to multiple, scalable priority-processing video algorithms. The control strategy [32] selects the algorithm to execute next upon completion of a time-slot, i.e. synchronous with time. Because each algorithm must provide output at the end of each period, we need appropriate mechanisms to preliminary terminate the scalable video algorithms. The preliminary termination mechanism introduces system overhead due to the required time synchronization enforced by this mechanism. Whereas Wüst et al. [39] assume a fixed amount of resources for a single algorithm, the priority processing algorithms are capable of handling fluctuating resource availability.

Dynamic resource allocation has much in common with reservation-based resource management [29]. Resource reservations is an approach to manage resources at the level of real-time operating systems, by means of providing a virtual platform among competing applications within the system [28]. Guaranteed resources by means of reservation-based management can be an additional technique to dynamic resource allocation. The distinguishing characteristics with dynamic resource allocation approach on a time-slot basis, as applied in the priority processing application, are:

1. the lack of admission control. Admission control is superfluous for priority processing due to its capabilities to handle fluctuating resource availability.
2. the need for preliminary termination of scalable video algorithms, enforcing a synchronization between processing and time.
In case of priority processing, the roll-forward mechanism is a straightforward action upon preliminary termination, meaning that a new frame-computation is started upon preliminary termination. When a pending job is terminated, it means that its budget is depleted and that a next job must be started.

Summing up the demands, the priority processing applications must be analyzed and optimized for the following key aspects:

1. Efficient distribution of processor time over the competing algorithms on a time-slot basis, according to the pre-defined scheduling policy;
2. Preliminary termination of all signal processing tasks (active and waiting tasks) by an external signal from controller if the budget is depleted.
3. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT MECHANISMS

This section first presents assumptions on the priority processing application and its environment, see Section 3.1. Thereafter, a general architecture for scalable multimedia applications is presented, see Section 3.2.

Section 3.3 describes the task model within a priority processing application. The task model is extended with mechanisms to efficiently manage resources, which relies on the mechanisms for monitoring, preliminary termination and resource allocation, as described in Section 3.4 through Section 3.6.

Finally this section summarizes different design considerations for the priority processing applications, which are investigated in Section 3.7.

3.1 ARCHITECTURE ASSUMPTIONS

A1. An application is composed of a decision scheduler and one or more (priority processing) algorithms.
A2. All algorithms are known upfront by the decision scheduler.
A3. Each algorithm is mapped on an independent task.
A4. Priority processing algorithms are characterized by three phases: basic, analysis and enhancement.
A5. An algorithm can be preliminary terminated after the basic function, e.g.: during the analysis or enhancement phase.
A6. The decision scheduler divides the available resources of the algorithms.
A7. Each algorithm within the application is each period provided a budget.
A8. The budget is divided over the algorithms on the basis of fixed-size quanta, e.g.: time-slots.
A9. All algorithms are synchronous with the period, which means that each period the algorithms start with a new frame and at the end of a period the frame is terminated.
A10. Each period the input for the algorithms is available and the output can be written to an output buffer, which means that algorithms are not blocked by input and output.
A11. Each algorithm accounts its own progress and updates the progress during runtime.
A12. The application is mapped on a multi-processor platform.
A13. The platform provides a fixed priority scheduler.
A14. The algorithms have the complete processor at their disposal.

3.2 GENERIC ARCHITECTURE

A generic architecture for scalable priority processing applications is shown in figure 6. In this model, a single application is assumed to consist of one or more algorithms. The algorithms are controlled by an application dependent controlling component, named the decision scheduler. The decision scheduler is expected to know all priority processing algorithms upfront. The algorithms on their turn are assumed to provide the decision scheduler with feedback information, such that the decision scheduler can make better decisions about the division of available resources among the algorithms. The decision scheduler uses the system support layer, which provides interfaces for mechanisms which are needed to enforce real-time requirements.

- Figure 6: Layered reference architecture consisting of a system support layer with an application layer on top. Application components are indicated with a gray background. The resource management layer on top of the platform (red rectangle) indicates the area in which mechanisms are implemented to provide platform abstraction and efficient resource allocation and deallocation for the multimedia application. This is the main subject of research in this report.

The layered architecture is based upon a uses-relation. The Application components, i.e.: algorithms and
decision scheduler, can use system support components, which on its turn use platform internals. The system support layer consists of the resource management and platform layers. The resource management layer can be seen as a library, with corresponding interface definitions, which can be included by the application. The decision scheduler uses the library by using the #include statement in C/C++ and the compiler links the application against the corresponding library.

The following parts can be identified from this layered architectural application model:

1. **Application Level**
   An application consists of components, which can either be control components running at the highest priority, or functional components (scalable algorithms) performing the actual work to be done.
   
   (a) **Decision Scheduler**
   The decision scheduler is assumed to be an application dependent control component running at the highest priority, which is capable to assign budgets and make decisions to trade-off the overall resource needs of the system versus the output quality of the system. This includes the application specific scheduling policy. This report abstracts from the internal design of the decision scheduler, but emphasizes on the mechanisms needed to support local resource management.
   
   (b) **Algorithms**
   An application consists of one or more scalable algorithms. An algorithm is mapped directly onto a task. The behavior of each of these algorithms is defined by a characteristic progress function and has real-time requirements. Section 3.3 describes the structure of a task in more detail.

2. **System Support Level**
   The system support level consists of two layers: the resource management layer is built on top of the operating system, which implement interfaces to abstract from the platform.
   
   (a) **Resource Management Layer**
   The decision scheduler needs mechanisms for dynamically allocating and deallocating processor resources over the scalable algorithms. An additional resource reservation scheme based upon mechanisms as described by Rajkumar et al. [29], and for example as implemented by Behnam et al. [5], can guarantee availability of resources for an application. This includes the availability of primitives to implement mechanisms for: scheduling, accounting, enforcement and admission control, as introduced in Section 2.5. However the mechanisms look similar, the mechanisms described in Sections 3.5 through 3.6 aim to provide efficient resource management mechanisms to dynamically allocate the available resources for competing algorithms within an application. The decision scheduler is allowed to define a policy to distribute the processor resources over the components, such that appropriate scheduling mechanisms are required.
   
   (b) **Platform layer**
   The platform provides the primitives which can be used by the decision scheduler (eventually via the resource management layer on top of the operating system) and the resource management layer itself to control the application. The platform consists of hardware and (optionally) a corresponding (real-time) operating system, as described in Section 2.4. In case of a resource centric operating system (kernel support is provided for resource reservations), the provided platform is virtual, which also entails virtual timing issues, which are briefly discussed in Section 6.2.2.

3.3 **TASK MODEL**
An application consists of several tasks, representing a priority processing algorithm. The tasks in multimedia applications typically behave periodic. A scalable priority processing application can be composed of several algorithmic stages, or functions. Figure 6 shows the general architecture of a priority processing application, whereas Figure 7 shows the structure of a single algorithm. Example video processing algorithms are enhancement filters and deinterlacing algorithms which use the scalable priority processing method, as described in Section 2.2. An example application is a picture-in-picture processing of a deinterlacer and a sharpness enhancement algorithm.

A task is composed from sub-tasks, which occur in the implementation as functions. An algorithm in the priority processing application is composed from the following functions, as shown in Figure 7, which are executed consecutively each period:

1. **Non-scalable basic function**: The non-scalable basic function generates a lowest quality frame output and can not be preliminary terminated. The lack of preliminary termination during this stage, requires at least the availability of enough budget to complete the basic functions of all algorithm during a period.
2. **Content analysis function**: The content analysis and control part sorts the content by importance, which is the priority order in which the scalable part will process the picture content. When the deadline expires during the content analysis function, the remaining work of the current frame, including the scalable functions, are skipped.

3. **Scalable functions**: Functions, numbered from 1...n (see Figure 7), are scalable sub-tasks, which enhance the output quality. Each of these functions include algorithmic signal processing complexity and represent a stage in the scalable part of the priority processing algorithm. When such a function is preliminary terminated, the remaining part of the pending frame is discarded and a roll-forward action is performed to the next frame, similar to the content analysis function.

In soft real-time video applications a typical component is composed of different algorithms as shown in Figure 8, which is similar for the composition of the functions described for priority processing algorithms. These functions implement the actual signal processing and each function represents a subtask.

All algorithmic stages, or functions, will be executed consecutively. When an algorithm is requested to terminate, the complete job, which represents an instantiation of a task, is terminated and reset to its initial point. This is a roll forward action, which allows to skip computational parts. Upon preliminary termination it must be ensured that all buffers are flushed and it must be decided which sub-task is going to be scheduled next. For example: consider the scenario in which the algorithm, sketched in Figure 7, with three scalable functions, as sketched in Figure 8, is currently running function 2 when a request arrives to preliminary terminate the component; The preliminary termination causes skipping the computation of function 3 and the basic function is the first to be scheduled to start with the next frame.

The computation time of a task $i$ consist of a basic part and scalable parts and is denoted as $C_i$, see Equation 2. The analysis function is considered as a member of the scalable part of the algorithm. Note that it is not feasible to compute the worst-case computation time, since multimedia processing algorithms are characterized by heavily fluctuating, data-depend workloads, but for our real-time model this is neglected.

$$C_i = C_{i,\text{basic}} + C_{i,\text{scalable}}$$

All tasks in the application have the same phase, with activation time $t_a$; absolute deadline $t_d$ and relative deadline $D$. The budget within a period is divided in fixed-sized quanta, named time-slots. The time-slots are
assigned to the algorithms by the decision scheduler. It is assumed that periods, $T$, are equal to the relative deadline, $D$.

$$D = T$$  

(3)

Assume that an application is composed of $N$ algorithms. The basic sub-tasks are required to guarantee a minimal output. It is assumed that within a period, there is enough time to perform all $N$ basic sub-tasks with computation time $C_{i,\text{basic}}$, see equation 4.

$$\sum_{i=0}^{N-1} C_{i,\text{basic}} \leq D$$  

(4)

Given an amount of available time resources within period $T$, we can distinguish two cases:

1. The scalable algorithm does not consume its entire budget, which means that there is gain-time [39] available for other tasks in the system, see the example in Figure 9. The way of reusing gain time must be specified by the scheduling policy. Figure 9 sketches the scenario in which a job instantiation requires less computation time than the available time resources, formalized in Equation 5.

$$\sum_{i=0}^{N-1} C_{i} \leq D \equiv \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} C_{i,\text{basic}} + \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} C_{i,\text{scalable}} \leq D$$  

(5)

2. The available budget is not sufficient to complete the scalable algorithm entirely. Figure 10 shows an example of a task consisting of a basic part and a scalable part. The total worst-case computation time of the task, equal to the sum of both sub-tasks, exceeds the available time within the deadline, as summarized in Equation 6. In case of expiration of the deadline, all non-completed tasks are preliminary terminated.

$$\sum_{i=0}^{N-1} C_{i} \geq D \equiv \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} C_{i,\text{basic}} + \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} C_{i,\text{scalable}} \geq D$$  

(6)

Table 2 summarizes the division of responsibilities between application engineering and system engineering, e.g.: policy versus mechanism. The priority processing application defines that upon expiration of a periodic
deadline, a frame computation must be preliminary terminated. This requires appropriate mechanisms. The division of the resources among competing algorithms within the application is made by a quality manager (the decision scheduler), which requires appropriate mechanisms to allocate the (processor) resources. Finally, the allocation of resources is based upon monitoring information, indicating the state of the components. This requires accounting of consumed time by each component and activation of the decision scheduler on a time-slot basis.

### Distribution of Responsibilities:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Specific (Policy)</th>
<th>System Support (Mechanism)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roll-forward when deadline reached</td>
<td>Preliminary termination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource distribution</td>
<td>Allocation of processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Reinforcement Learning policy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor Progress values</td>
<td>Account consumed time and activate decision scheduler (time-slots)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Table 2**: Overview of application versus system specific responsibilities. The application specifies the policies to describe its desired behavior whereas the system should provide appropriate mechanisms to enforce the policy.

### 3.4 MONITORING

Mechanisms for monitoring essentially keep track of two attributes:

1. the amount of processing time (resources) consumed by each algorithm.
2. the reached state of the algorithm, measured by the progress value.

The decision scheduler can be seen as an agent, which monitors the environment and tries to maximize overall performance based upon the gathered information. The monitoring scenario is schematically shown in Figure 11. This schematic is characteristic for reinforcement learning problems as introduced in Section 2.3. The decision scheduler is provided with objective quality metrics, which represents the reward, and tries to optimize the overall quality metric.

![Figure 11: The agent observes the reached state of the environment and tries to maximize the overall reward over time by choosing appropriate actions. Source: [4].](image)

By accounting the amount of time consumed by each component and the reached progress value within an amount of time, a new state of an application is defined. The decision scheduler is responsible to choose an appropriate action (allocate resources for a component) based on the available information in the reached state. This implies that the accounting of consumed time is elementary for the resource allocation mechanism (see Section 3.5). Also preliminary termination (see Section 3.6) relies on the availability of timing information and therefore requires accounting of consumed time by all competing algorithms, i.e. periods.

Ideally, the operating system provides an interface to query the amount of time consumed by a task. If this is not the case, timers, as provided by (real-time) operating systems, can be used in order to measure the amount of time consumed by a component (task) or sub-task. Issues concerning time-measurement on X86 machines are discussed in Appendix C.

### 3.5 ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES

When a single processor has to execute a set of concurrent tasks, the processor has to be assigned to the various tasks according to a predefined criterion, called a scheduling policy [11]. The scheduling policy defines the way to distribute the available resources over competing components (algorithms) within an application. Mechanisms for allocating (processor) resources implement facilities to bind an unbind a task to the processor according to the scheduling policy. The decision scheduler within the priority processing application, implements different
scheduling policies. In order to manage the allocation of resources according to the scheduling policy, the following mechanisms are considered:

1. **Cooperative, polling based scheduling**: the task checks on regular intervals a flag, indicating whether it is still allowed to use computational resources. This approach relies upon cooperation between control and application components, see Section 3.5.1.

2. **Suspending and resuming of tasks**: The ready-queue of the global fixed priority scheduler is altered by explicitly suspending and resuming tasks, see Section 3.5.2.

3. **Use global FPS by means of priority bands**: Manipulate the priorities of the tasks according to the local scheduling policy, see Section 3.5.3

### 3.5.1 COOPERATIVE SCHEDULING

By letting the application poll on regular intervals, the application is not fully preemptive. This approach is a trade-off between fully preemptive scheduling and non-preemptive scheduling. The analysis for real-time tasks with cooperative scheduling (or deferred preemption) is provided by Bril et al. [9].

The advantage of cooperative scheduling [10, Section 13.12.1] is that resources are deallocated by a component at predefined moments in time, such that mutually exclusive, shared resources other than the processor are easier to manage, without the need of additional resource access protocols.

The disadvantage of the cooperative scheduling approach is that dynamic allocation of resources can not be guaranteed. In a cooperative scheduled system the application has to give up its resources, which means that preemption can not be enforced by the scheduler. Furthermore, the polling based mechanisms disturb the typically pipelined computations of signal processing algorithms.

Another consideration is the scheduling on a time-slot basis, such as a Round-Robin (RR) policy for tasks having the same priority. In case of Round Robin scheduling, preemption of tasks might occur at a fine-grained intervals, which imposes high requirements to the polling mechanism.

Bergsma et al. [7] tested the preemption point overhead (polling) by implementing cooperative scheduling on a real-time operating system (RTAI) and shows that the overhead is in the order of 440 ns per preemption point. This is relatively high compared to the small quantified time-slot based scheduling in the priority processing application.

Overall, it does not seem a straight-forward option to apply a polling based mechanism to support the scheduling policy. Although, this mechanism will be considered as a valid option to preliminary terminate a job, see Section 3.6.1.

### 3.5.2 SUSPENDING AND RESUMING TASKS

Explicitly suspending and resuming tasks, means that the ready-queue of the scheduler is changed. When suspending a task, it is removed from the ready-queue. Similarly, when resuming a task, it is added to the ready-queue. The suspend-resume mechanisms are described in the context of an hierarchical scheduling framework by Behnam et al. [5].

The advantage of explicitly suspending and resuming tasks is that it reduces the length of the ready-queue when tasks are removed. A smaller ready queue means that the scheduling takes less overhead, such that associated system overhead for scheduling is reduced.

The disadvantage of this approach is that when other components leave gain-time, these expensive processor cycles are lost, because suspended tasks can not be scheduled.

### 3.5.3 PRIORITY BANDS

As an alternative to suspending and resuming tasks, the priorities of a task can be manipulated according to the local scheduling policy. The global fixed priority scheduler assigns per definition the processor cycles to the highest priority ready task. Gain time can be consumed by lower priority tasks.

The use of priority bands is shown in Figure 12, in which three priority ranges (bands) are shown, in which each priority has its dedicated ready-queue:
1. **Active Priority**: tasks in the ready-queue given the highest priority according to the scheduling policy. These tasks (on uni-processor scheduling most likely a single task) are assigned cpu time.

2. **Idle Priority**: when the active tasks do not consume their total budget, the gain-time is consumed by the tasks at idle priority. Note that this priority range can be used to include an artificial task which consumes all gain-time to prevent other tasks from consuming gain-time. This is especially useful when tasks are assigned on basis of time-slots, such that the accounting mechanisms, see Section 3.4, are kept relatively easy.

3. **Background Priority**: the tasks in the background are waiting for processor time, but are blocked due to the higher priority tasks in the active and idle priority ranges.

![Figure 12: Example of the use of priority bands in which three ranges of priorities are indicated: 1) active priority, which are the tasks in the ready-queue given the highest priority according to the scheduling policy; 2) idle priority, which are tasks consuming the gain-time of the highest priority, active tasks; 3) Background priority, which are the tasks waiting for processor time but blocked by active priority tasks or idle tasks.](image)

Note that when the scheduling policy permits, the approach of using priority bands is applicable for multi-processor scheduling. Scheduling must be supported by the policy and requires careful analysis. When using one or more additional processors for background processing, this can influence:

1. the schedulability of the task-set, as sketched by Buttazzo [11, Section 2.4];
2. the performance of the highest priority task due to cache pollution (in case of shared caches) and possible overload situations of the (shared) memory bus. Pérez et al. [28] propose a predictable solution for managing shared memory resources in embedded environments.

### 3.6 Preliminary Termination of Jobs

Mechanisms for preliminary termination must ensure that the amount of resources used by a component does not exceed the amount of resources that the component is allowed to use. Each component must reside within the resource budget, as determined by the decision scheduler.

The controller (decision scheduler) assigns budgets to tasks in the video application. The task must stop its activities when the budget is consumed. This can be achieved by letting the tasks poll on regular intervals for the available budget. The task must give back control to the controller component when the budget is not sufficient to do additional work, e.g. upon expiration of the deadline.

An alternative approach is that the controller component signals pending tasks to stop their activities as soon as their budget is consumed. Signalling requires transfer of control between control component and the different tasks of the multimedia application.

#### 3.6.1 Cooperative Preliminary Termination of Jobs

By cooperative termination of jobs, the application components can decide themselves when to terminate, such that a advantageous point in the code can be chosen. For termination of jobs, similar issues appear as described for preemption, see Section 3.5.1.

On the other hand, preliminary termination is assumed to take place at lower rates in time compared to...
preemption, such that there is a larger freedom to choose the granularity of termination. On regular intervals in the component code, there must be check to see whether the budget is depleted. This can be implemented by means of different mechanisms:

1. checking a shared boolean, variable between component and decision scheduler which indicates whether the budget is depleted.
2. checking whether an event occurred, where the event is triggered by the application and indicates the end of a period (for example: Microsoft Windows Events).
3. checking whether a message has been send by means of a mailbox system.

The granularity on which a termination indicator must be checked, allows a trade-off in computational overhead and termination latency. All implementations require the component to check at regular intervals for depletion of the budget, whereas the use of an appropriate mechanism is dependent on the platform. As a most general form we consider the shared variable solution, for which an example is shown in Section 3.7.

3.6.2 A-SYNCHRONOUS PRELIMINARY TERMINATION OF JOBS USING EXTERNAL EVENTS

The decision scheduler can request a component to preliminary terminate its activities. The termination request on it self is an a-synchronous event. Figure 13 shows the a-synchronous event handling pattern [34, Section 3]. The actors in this model are:

1. the decision scheduler, which initiates the termination request.
2. the components (or task), which is composed from sub-tasks. The component receives the termination request and must reset the complete pipeline, including buffers.

- Figure 13: Classmodel for the a-synchronous request handling. Such an a-synchronous request can represent a job termination request or a mode change request.

The behavior of an a-synchronous event handling mechanism can be described by two different scenarios, as summarized in Figure 14:

1. Before the decision scheduler performs a termination request, it has to create a completion token. This token is responsible for identifying the completion handler associated with the termination request. In practice, this token would appear as a pointer to a handler function occurring as an argument in the request function.
2. When request is performed, the token is passed to the component receiving the request.
3. The decision scheduler can proceed with processing operations while the component processes the request. Figure 13 shows that a component can only be associated with one token at a time. This means that multiple request to the same component will be discarded, except for the first request. A job can only be terminated once.
4. When the component completes the requested preliminary termination action, the component sends a response to the decision scheduler containing the completion token. Typically, a handler function has to be executed to complete the event, for example executing roll-back or roll-forward operations. There are two conceivable scenarios to process the event-handler:
   (a) the event handler is executed in the context of the main-process (which is assumed to implement the decision scheduler), see Figure 14a. When the event handler needs to reset buffers of a preliminary terminated component, locations of the buffers must be shared with the decision scheduler. Sharing private component information might be non-desired.
   (b) the event handler is executed in the context of the requested component, see Figure 14b. In this case there is no need to share internal component information with the decision scheduler.

Note that it is desirable to do as less additional work as possible in the completion handler as it is extra system overhead.
GNU/Linux operating systems provide signalling mechanisms as described by Thangaraju [36], which is a mix of both variants described above. The signal handler is executed in the context of the receiving thread, but thread internals are not accessible within the signal handler. Proper transfer of control is enforced by structuring the programs similar to the recovery block scheme proposed by Randell [30], see Appendix B.3. Since signalling can cause the receiving component to terminate at any moment in time, it is required to have independent components, such that the domino effect is prevented as a result of corrupted component states.

3.7 TOWARDS A MULTIMEDIA APPLICATION PROTOTYPE

In this section, the code structure of a scalable video task is considered. Next to the code structure, it is described what the typical modification and considerations are to optimize the control of the scalable tasks.

3.7.1 TOWARDS A PROTOTYPE FOR SCALABLE SUBTASKS

There are several methods to preliminary terminate sub-tasks. It is conceivable to poll on regular intervals whether there is a sufficient time budget to execute a new sub-job, which for example can represent a block computation. The pseudocode for these scalable functions is shown in Source Code 1, in which the `continue()` functions implements the budget polling mechanism.

```c
void sub_task_i_j()
{
    initialSetup();
    while(continue() && !end_of_frame())
    {
        process_next_block();
    }
}
```

*Source Code 1: Expected structure of a scalable sub-tasks in multimedia applications. This function includes a polling function `continue()` which checks the remaining budget at regular intervals (in this case at the granularity of a block-
The polling mechanism is considered time consuming, and therefore we want to get rid of this polling function. This is achieved by introducing a signal handling approach as shown in Figure 13, in which the control block sends a signal to a function block. Since it is most likely that every function is implemented using separate threads, inspecting the remaining budget at regular intervals, as shown in Source Code 3, implies the inspection of non-local flags. This is probably the most expensive part of the polling function.

This signal causes a handler to interrupt the job and perform a roll-forward action. This software interrupt is triggers the completion task. In the easiest case, this completion handler this jumps to the corresponding progression point. This means that the function has to go to its recovery point upon such an termination request. Source Code 2 shows a candidate recovery point. Assuming that some initial setup must be done on a per frame basis, this point in the code is the only correct place to start a new frame.

```
void signalHandler(int signal) {
    /* Jump to progression point */
}

void new_function_1() {
    /* (***) Progression Point */
    initialSetup();
    while(!end_of_frame()) {
        process_next_block();
    }
}
```

• Source Code 2: Target structure of a scalable function in a priority processing algorithm in which the polling function continue() is replaced with a signal mechanism initiated by the control block. This reduces computational overhead caused by the flag polling.

Depending on the data consistency requirements, the amount of work to be done in this progression point might differ. For example: the way of transferring data to external memory influences the amount of work to be done in the progression point.

### 3.7.2 DATA TRANSFER TO OUTPUT MEMORY

The `process_next_block()` call in Source Code 2 processes a block of a frame and the results of this computation are typically transferred to the output memory which results visible output. There are two straightforward options to handle with data transfers, which both might deliver desired behavior:

1. **Write-behind:** Local computations are first stored locally. After finishing a block, the computational results are transferred to output memory. This approach has advantages on platforms where accessing local memory is cheaper compared to directly writing every bit to the output memory. This approach automatically preserves data consistency upon preliminary termination of the block computation, assumed that the block transfer from local to external memory can be done atomically. A straightforward manner to implement the write-behind approach is to put a `memcpy()` action in the progression point.

2. **Write-through:** Writing actions are performed directly to the output memory. On platforms having just a single memory space, the splitting in local versus external memory locations does not pay-off. In case that partially completed block computations lead to visible artifacts in the output, it is desirable to cast this memory access approach to the write-behind approach. When this is not the case, this approach might even give a performance enhancement on some platforms by saving memory copy actions.

Note that the write-behind approach requires time synchronization. In case of dependent jobs, time synchronization involves copying of data before a new job can start. In case of multi-processor systems both mechanisms for data management require time synchronization, since it must be guaranteed that data-buffers are accessed mutual exclusively.
3.7.3 FINETUNING GRANULARITY OF TERMINATION

There are situations in which it is an advantage to defer termination until a predefined moment in time using preferred termination points, as defined in Section 3.3. For example, the write-behind approach might cause additional control overhead. By allowing a small amount of work to complete before terminating the pending job, it might be possible to transform the write-behind approach to a write-through approach.

Another consideration to defer termination of a job, is that immediate termination causes the waste of invested computational resources. It is conceivable to give a job some extra budget to complete, and reduce the capacity of the next occurrence of the task as a pay-back mechanism.

In order to allow deferred termination of a job, the polling and signalling approach can be combined. When a signal occurs to terminate a pending job, the event handler sets a local flag and returns executing the job. In case of the budget polling approach, which is considered expensive, it is assumed that the available budget for a job is not available locally in a task. Assuming that polling of a local flag is cheaper, signalling in combination with local polling gains in performance compared to the pure budget polling approach.

The backside of deferred termination of a job is the increased reaction latency, which is the time that a preliminary termination takes (see Figure 10). The polling mechanism allows the programmer to trade-off reaction latency versus computational overhead. For example, when a task is polling for a termination request on a per block basis, the computational overhead is smaller than polling on a per pixel basis, however reaction latencies also suffer from the data dependent computation times.

3.7.4 MAPPING PRIORITY PROCESSING TASKS TO THREADS

When considering the priority processing application, an application can either consist of a single algorithm, which is allowed to consume the entire available budget, or can be composed of multiple independent algorithms, which are scheduled by an application specific policy. Operating systems typically use threads as a scheduling unit. When deploying the priority processing application on an operating system, the priority processing algorithms can be mapped in different ways onto threads:

1. **Map a job onto a thread:** Each job (a frame-computation) can be executed by starting a new thread. When the budget is depleted, the job is terminated and therefore also the thread is destroyed.

2. **Map a task onto a thread:** All jobs corresponding to a task are multiplexed to a single thread. A thread is reused by consecutive jobs of the same task, such that for each frame computation the cost of creating and destroying threads is saved. Instead of creating and destroying threads periodically, addition time-synchronization mechanisms are required. Upon preliminary termination of a job, all internals are reset and a new frame computation is started, discarding all additional work of the pending frame.

Mechanisms for allocating processor resources to threads are described in Section 3.5. Time synchronization is required for the priority processing algorithms by means of preliminary termination, requiring each algorithm to deliver its output to the screen. The following implementations can be considered:

1. Preliminary termination by **budget polling and write-through data access.** Polling mechanisms allow termination of algorithms at predefined moments in time, such that data consistency can be guaranteed by smartly choosing preliminary termination points.

2. Preliminary termination by **budget polling and write-behind data access.** On the one hand, this approach will cause additional overhead due to memory copy actions. On the other hand, when implementing the priority processing application on an embedded platform, it can be an advantage to store results locally. By performing memory copy operations to copy larger chunks of data at once to the output buffer, instead of writing relative small amounts of data (obtained from small computational parts) immediately to the output buffer, performance can be gained.

3. Preliminary termination by **a-synchronous signalling and write-through data access.** Signalling can cause preliminary termination at any moment in time, such that data consistency must be ensured. Therefore, the most obvious approach is to use a write-behind approach.

4. Preliminary termination by **a-synchronous signalling and write-behind data access.** This approach will cause the same additional overhead due to memory copy actions as the previous option. A memory copy action must be performed atomically to ensure data consistency.

In the priority processing application, the models are implemented using a write-behind approach. Due to advantages for consistent output results and the available implementation, this is the only option we consider. Furthermore, the output buffer is considered as being non-local to the algorithms. Note that changing the
write-behind approach to a write-through approach (or the other way around), requires application specific knowledge, since the algorithmic code need to be changed.

Another approach combining the signalling and cooperative termination mechanisms is to split a subtask in two threads:

1. A high priority task with preemptive scheduling, which executes the loop by calling the low priority thread to execute the body of the loop. This task receives the termination request and signals the other thread.
2. A low priority task with deferred preemption, which executes the loop body.

The high priority task is responsible for handling the termination request. The request is deferred at the granularity of the loop body, for example on block level. Although this is a valid approach, it gives rise to additional thread scheduling overhead (context-switches), which probably causes more overhead than a simple flag-polling approach. Therefore this approach is discarded in further investigations.

In Section 4 an example priority processing application will be investigated. This class of applications explicitly makes use of preliminary termination of jobs. It therefore is suitable for comparing different objectives of preliminary termination. Furthermore, we will investigate efficient mechanisms to support scheduling of independent, scalable algorithms.
4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes the simulation environment and discusses the model implementations of the priority processing applications. Thereafter, modifications to the provided models are discussed. Finally, the questions to be solved are summarized.

4.1 SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

The priority processing application is prototyped in a Matlab/Simulink environment. The video processing algorithms are implemented using the C++ language. There are three different models available to take measurements:

1. **Scalable deinterlace with adaptable quality level**
   This model runs the priority processing algorithm for the deinterlacer algorithm until a user determined quality level (measured in percentage of processed blocks per frame) is reached. This model contains no worker threads and is suitable for measuring approximate WCETs of (parts of) algorithms.

2. **Scalable deinterlacer with adaptable deadline periods**
   This model runs the priority processing algorithm for the deinterlacer algorithm and applies a deadline constrained on the scalable part of the algorithm. This model creates and destroys a worker thread for every frame, which performs the scalable deinterlacer algorithms.

3. **Dual component application with decision scheduler**
   This model contains a decision scheduler and the deinterlacer algorithm competing for resources with an enhancement filter algorithm. Both algorithms work independent on different video streams (visualized picture-in-picture).

The Matlab/Simulink environment provides standard components to build the model, which enforces the application developer to implement application specific functions in a supported programming language (in our case implemented using C++). These functions define the relation between the input and the output pins of the pre-defined block components. When running the Matlab simulations, the environment ensures the right sequence of actions implied by the block model. A screenshot of the Matlab/Simulink environment for the dual-component application is shown in Figure 15.

![Figure 15: The main window shows the block diagram, which defines sequence of the actions defined by a relation between inputs and outputs. The small dialog (right-top) shows an example of changeable model parameters. The video-window (right-bottom) shows a preview of the simulation for a dual-component priority processing application, visualized picture-in-picture.](image)

The input videos fed to the models are collected from the Video Quality Experts Group (VQEG) [14]. This group provides standard video sequences, which are widely used and accepted in signal processing research.
4.2 OPERATING SYSTEM DEPENDENCIES

The models can run as well on Linux as on Microsoft Windows XP machines by adapting the thread implementation. Although, some minor differentiations have to taken into account.

4.2.1 MAPPING OF COMPONENTS

A process is a program in execution that defines a data space and has at least one associated thread. A thread is a unit of concurrency and a unit of scheduling. The priority processing application is mapped onto a process. Each scalable component is mapped onto a (worker-) thread. These threads are contained in a process, together with the run-time threads of Matlab. These threads, which run the scalable parts of the priority processing video algorithms, can be newly created or repeatedly restarted each period. The worker threads, which execute the scalable algorithms, are scheduled according to the local, application specific scheduling policy; for example by means of reinforcement learning or round robin scheduling.

The periodically activated decision scheduler shares a thread with all basic priority processing functions within the application. This setup ensures that the basic parts are executed first, before the scalable part is executed. The scalable functions of a single priority processing algorithm is mapped on a separate thread. In total, for a priority processing application composed from \( N \) priority processing algorithms, there are \( N + 1 \) threads implementing the application’s functionality.

4.2.2 USING FIXED PRIORITY SCHEDULING

In order to implement a scheduling policy for the distribution of resources over competing priority processing algorithms, we need the availability of a fixed priority scheduler. As well Microsoft Windows as GNU/Linux provide a fixed priority scheduler for threads in the so called real-time class. These threads are scheduled with the highest priority and can possibly cause starvation of other threads in the system. However, we have to take into account, that these operating systems do not provide strict real-time guarantees and that other system processes running in the background can interfere with the priority processing application. In the simulation environment, the correct implementation of the task model causes some challenges to cope with:

1. In case of Linux based operating systems, it is required to have super-user access in order to have permission to change thread priorities. This means that the process containing the simulation threads (Matlab) must run with super-user rights. However, this conflicts with the policy of Matlab, which forbids Matlab to run as superuser. In order to run Matlab under Linux, first a license daemon must be started, which checks whether the user on that machine is a registered user. This daemon does not allow starting Matlab with superuser rights. The preferred platform to run simulations is the Windows platform. Therefore, we will focus in this document on the Windows variant. We will look to some simpler models under Linux, in order to test the preliminary termination by means of a-synchronous thread signalling.

2. In case of the Windows operating system, it is allowed to manipulate priority levels of threads, when a user has administrator rights. Windows assigns a thread a base priority and a dynamic priority. The base priority is indicated by the priority-class. In case that the priority class is set to the real-time class, the Windows scheduler does not manipulate the dynamic priorities, but keeps them static. This is exactly what we desire, however a priority-class can only be assigned to a process. This means that the complete Matlab process will run in real-time mode, including all its child threads which inherit the base priority. This means that during simulation, between 30 and 40 threads are running in the real-time class (which is on itself not a problem).

4.3 DIAGNOSTICS

The priority processing applications, as provided initially, are implemented to simulate the video algorithms and compare the output qualitative to other scalable video algorithm approaches. The lack of a fundamental real-time task model requires to review the implementation.

4.3.1 REVIEW THE TASK MODEL

When looking at the scalable priority processing algorithms, these algorithms can be modeled as periodic tasks. Every period, a new job is instantiated. There are two implementations to be considered:

1. In the initial version of the priority processing application, each period new threads are created and destroyed at the end of the period.

2. Instead of periodically creating-destroying threads, it is conceivable to reuse a thread, such that the overhead for creating and destroying is reduced. The newly introduced overhead consists of temporarily
activating and sleeping of the threads, as explained in Section 3.7.4.

The decision scheduler, which assigns the time-slots to the threads implementing the scalable algorithms, must be assigned the highest priority. The scalable algorithms must be assigned a lower priority. In the original implementation the scalable algorithms were assigned the highest priority within the normal Windows scheduler, which causes a semi-fair scheduling approach. The worker threads, which run the scalable algorithms, were assumed to work in the real-time class, using the Windows fixed priority scheduler. However, this was implemented in a wrong way, since only processes support priority classes after which the child-threads can be assigned priorities within the range of the priority class. The process containing the application was not put explicitly in the real-time scheduling class, such that its child threads can not be assigned real-time priorities.

4.3.2 REVIEW ON MULTI-PROCESSORS

In order to successfully simulate the Matlab/Simulink models, a multi-processor system is required. Next to the threads implementing the scalable video processing algorithms, a lot of threads are started by the Matlab environment. These Matlab threads include threads to extract the simulation results, such that concurrent thread execution is required.

In earlier research results, parts of the signal processing algorithms are boosted in performance by the use of OpenMP [3]. The OpenMP library allows software-pipelining of loops, by distributing the workload over the available processor elements. In order to obtain concurrency, OpenMP creates worker threads. In order to pipeline the loops, no control code (for example flag polling) is allowed. This means that the OpenMP library does contradict the priority processing property of allowing preliminary termination at any moment in time.

4.4 DYNAMIC RESOURCE ALLOCATION FOR PRIORITY PROCESSING

This section presents the different trade-offs for resource management mechanisms, as described in Section 3. In order to prototype an efficient resource management scheme for the priority processing application, we assume that the operating system provides a fixed priority scheduler. Dynamic resource allocation has much in common with reservation-based resource management [29], see Section 2.5. The distinguishing characteristics of our approach are the lack of admission control and the need for preliminary termination of priority processing algorithms, enforcing a synchronization between processing and time.

4.4.1 RESOURCE USERS

It is assumed that the priority processing application is granted a certain amount of processor cycles. These provided processor resources are used by the scalable algorithms and the decision scheduler, which functions as the control (see Section 3.2). In our simplified model, the resources can be entirely consumed by the scalable algorithms, without the need of sharing cycles with the control. The decision scheduler is mapped onto its own dedicated core, enabling the signal processing algorithms to use their own dedicated (single) core. Therefore, the availability of a multi-core machine is assumed.

It is assumed that the application has the entire processor at its disposal. In case of resource sharing among competing applications, virtualization of resources can provide guaranteed resources for each application. For example, the resource reservation schemes (as introduced in Section 2.5) assigns each application in the system a partition of the total resources. Resource partitioning introduces additional challenges for ensuring correct timing behavior within an application, since time is relative within the assigned budget instead of absolute as considered in this report. Virtual platforms are considered as a topic for future research and therefore the problem is discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.2.

4.4.2 BUDGET DEFINITION

The decision scheduler assigns resources in terms of fixed length time-slots, $\Delta t_s$, to the competing, independent priority processing components. A time-slot has a fixed length, of $\Delta t_s = 1 \text{ ms}$, in our simulation environment. Note that the choice for an appropriate length of a time-slot is platform dependent. The length of a time-slot is chosen based upon earlier research result [32]. It is assumed that during this time-slot, a component has the entire processor at its disposal.

Different lengths for time-slots, $\Delta t_s$, for the reinforcement learning policy are investigated by Schiemenz [32]. Smaller time-slots implies more control overhead caused by the scheduler, whereas bigger time-slots can give unbalanced resource divisions. Trading-off the length of a time-slot is policy dependent and consequently also
application dependent. This report concentrates on fixed-length of time-slots with a length of $\Delta t_s = 1 \text{ ms}$. It is assumed that the scalable algorithms have the entire processor at their disposal. Each period, of length $T$, contains $N$ time-slots with a fixed size $\Delta t_s$, i.e.

$$T = N \times \Delta t_s$$

A budget is defined as the amount of processor resources available within a period.

### 4.4.3 RESOURCE ALLOCATION

For the control of independent, scalable priority processing components, a reinforcement learning policy is developed, as described in Section 2.3. In order to verify simulation results, a more deterministic policy by means of Round Robin is used. The Round Robin policy allocates time-slots in an alternating way over the competing algorithms, independent of their progress. The reinforcement learning policy makes use of feedback values from the algorithms, which indicate their reached progress. The progress values of the algorithms are used to determine which algorithm is allowed to consume the next time-slot. Contrary to the round-robin policy, the division of the time-slots by the reinforcement learning is not known upfront. The mechanisms to support the scheduling policy are independent of the policy itself. It is investigated to see what the influence is of the underlying mechanisms on the efficiency of the policy, for example: the possibility to consume gain-time.

In order to dynamically allocate processor resources, a task is assigned to the processor by implementing the mechanisms as described in Section 3.5:

1. suspending and resuming of the task;
2. manipulation of task priorities.

The latter option allows the consumption of gain-time, as explained in Section 3.3.

### 4.4.4 PRELIMINARY TERMINATION

Scalable video processing algorithms must be preliminary terminated in a controlled way and perform a roll forward to the next frame, when their budget is depleted. Preliminary termination can be done by means of:

1. cooperative termination by means of budget polling on regular intervals. At a predefined granularity, typically block- or pixel-based, a flag indicating budget depletion is checked.
2. a-synchronous signalling of tasks by the decision scheduler control component. Upon arrival of a signal, which indicates depletion of the budget, a signal handler is executed to terminate the current job which processes a frame.

The decision scheduler has to trigger that the deadline is expired, but also has to ensure that upon expiration of the deadline all tasks are assigned a fraction of additional processor time to handle the request. For cooperative scheduling, this means that a computation can be finished. For signalling approach, the task has to process the incoming signal.

### 4.4.5 MONITORING

The allocation of the time-slots are subject of change during the period, hence the name dynamic resource allocation. Dynamic allocation of time-slots requires that activation of the decision scheduler must be ensured periodically, see Figure 16, which can be achieved by each of the following implementations:

1. putting the decision scheduler in a highest priority task which is periodically activated, e.g. after each time-slot;
2. activating the decision scheduler by means of a software-interrupt.

The decision scheduler is put on a separate host processor. In an embedded platform it is conceivable that the host processor assigns time-slots of a streaming processor (for example a DSP or VLIW) to the scalable algorithms. Similarly, both time-lines shown in Figure 16 can be mapped on a separate core. The advantage of mapping both the decision scheduler and the video processing algorithms on a separate processor is that the signal processing pipeline is not unnecessarily flushed every time-slot and that a general purpose processor is more suitable to run the scheduler than a streaming processor. This mapping of the decision scheduler to a
Figure 16: A period $T$, defined by time interval $[t_a; t_d]$, is divided in time-slots. Prior to a time-slot the decision scheduler decides (upper time-line), which algorithm to assign the time-slot (lower time-line). In this example two competing algorithms are shown, which both require preliminary upon expiration of the deadline, e.g.: at the time $t_d$. 

general purpose host processor fits in current hardware development trends, which move towards heterogeneous multiprocessor on chip designs, as explained in Section 2.4.1.

The decision scheduler implements a reinforcement learning policy, which monitors the priority processing algorithms. Assignment of time-slots is based upon reached progress values relative to the consumed amount of time-slots. The progress of an algorithm is accounted by the algorithm itself and can be queried by the decision scheduler, see Section 3.4. Progress is defined in terms of number of processed blocks by the priority processing algorithm. Processing of blocks means that the output buffer is changed, e.g.: there is a visual change in the output observable. This means that content analysis functions, which are part of the scalable priority processing algorithms and consume time, do not deliver any additional progress. For example: the scalable priority processing algorithm for deinterlacing video content consists of two stages, with in-between a content analysis filter function. This filter function consumes several time-slots without changing anything in the output buffer and therefore the progress value does not increase during the execution of this filter function. Note that the reinforcement learning algorithm is aware of these algorithm dependent characteristics, but this might give rise to additional complexity when comparing performance differences for different mechanism implementations.

The progress values are relative to the amount of time that an algorithm spent to reach that progress. Accounting mechanisms keep track of the consumed time. The amount of time consumed by a scalable priority processing algorithm is measured in terms of time-slots allocated to that algorithm. We assume fixed size time-slots, $\Delta t_s = 1 \text{ ms}$ as explained in Section 4.4.2.

After each time-slot the decision scheduler makes a decision to which algorithm the next time-slot is assigned. A time-slot is accounted to an algorithm upon assignment by the scheduler, such that gain-time is accounted to a gain-time provider rather than its consumer. The monitoring mechanism, providing the priority processing time-synchronization, provides important information to the decision scheduler. The decision scheduler assigns time-slots based on the progress values of the algorithms and the amount of used resources to arrive at that progress value, as discussed in Section 3.4.

4.4.6 APPLYING SUBTASK-STRUCTURE MODIFICATIONS

Preliminary termination of tasks, indicated in Figure 7 as numbered functions, is currently implemented by polling on regular intervals whether the deadline is expired. The pseudocode for these scalable functions is shown in Source Code 3, in which the continue() function implements the budget polling mechanism. The polling mechanism is considered time consuming, and therefore we want to get rid of this polling function. Note that this is similar to the model provided in Section 3.7.1 and will be compared with the signalling approach shown in Section 3.7.1, Source Code 2.

```c
void old_function_i()
{
    initialSetup();
    while(continue() && !end_of_frame())
    {
        process_next_block();
    }
}
```
Source Code 3: Structure of a scalable function in a priority processing algorithm. This function includes a polling function `continue()` which checks the remaining budget at regular intervals.

The `process_next_block()` function on its turn can also check on a per line or per pixel basis whether the budget has not expired by checking the `continue()` flag. This gives the opportunity to trade-off computational overhead and reaction latencies.

Finetuning Granularity of Termination
A coarse grained polling variant is relatively cheap in terms of computational overhead, but suffers from deviated reaction latencies due to data dependent computation times. On the other hand, the signalling approach incorporates operating system calls, which are relatively expensive compared to setting a polling flag. Signalling is independent of the granularity of termination and is expected to be able to compete at least with the block polling variants in terms of reaction latencies.

Data Transfer Characterization
The priority processing application uses the write-behind approach, see Section 3.7.2, in its current implementation. Therefore it is most straightforward to compare the following models: When considering the priority processing application, the following implementations for preliminary termination can be compared amongst each other:

1. **budget polling and with write-behind data access.**
2. **a-synchronous signalling and write-behind data access.**

Note that the memory copying actions corresponding to write-behind memory handling approach consume time. In a real-time environment the time for writing the data to the output has to be taken into account and decremented from the budget assigned to the algorithms. In our simulation environment this issue is neglected, since the measurements exclude the time consumption of memory copy actions.
4.4.7 SUMMARIZING THE OPTIMIZATION WORKFLOW

The optimization workflow for the control of priority processing applications, as described in this report, is sketched in Figure 17. First, we determine whether the priority processing application is composed from one, or from more competing, independent components. A single component application can simply assign its periodic budget to the single component, whereas a multi-component application requires dynamic resource allocation of the time-slots within a periodic budget. Upon depletion of the periodic budget, preliminary termination requires resetting of buffers. Dependent on whether a write-behind approach is used, copying of the buffers is also required.

Mapping multiple components on a single processing element can cause overload of the memory bus and cache polluting. Technical solutions to solve these issues can change the parameters of the algorithms, e.g. computation time, which means that similar progress values can be reached within a smaller period. After optimizing memory resource management (for example by reservation-based mechanisms as explained in Section 2.5.2), it is required to perform a feedback loop, re-analyzing the processor allocation scheme. This optimization step is discarded during this project due to the lack of control over the hardware memory controller.

**Optimization Workflow**

1 - Determine Application Type:

1 Algorithm

n Algorithms

(n > 1)

2 - Apply Processor Management:

2a - Monitor progress and the amount of time consumed by an algorithm.

2b - Distribute resources over components:

Single algorithm can use all available resources

Dynamically allocate resources

2c - Preliminary termination upon budget depletion:

- cooperative termination, using budget polling on regular intervals
- a-synchronous control signal

Clean buffers

3 - Optimize Memory Bottlenecks

3a - Determine Data transfer Type:

- Write-through: cast to Write-behind approach
- Write-behind: flush local buffers

3b - Memory Management:

- Time multiplexing of Memory bus
- Cache Partitioning

**Figure 17**: Summary of the optimization workflow for the control of priority processing applications.
4.5 MODEL IMPLEMENTATION ON MICROSOFT WINDOWS XP

This section describes issues and justifications for the implementations of the dynamic resource allocation mechanisms within the priority processing applications, using the Microsoft Windows XP platform.

4.5.1 RESOURCE ALLOCATION

The scheduling policy, as initially implemented by Berger [6], makes use of the Microsoft Windows APIs [27] to suspend and resume threads. As an alternative, priority manipulation can be used to schedule the threads by making use of the Windows fixed priority scheduler. Priority manipulation is provided by the Windows API [27], but prohibited for users without administrator rights within Windows XP. Furthermore, the threads which run the scalable algorithms are restricted to a single CPU, by setting the thread affinity mask using the Windows API. This prevents the use of multiple cores, such that uncontrolled background processing is prevented.

Next to preventing uncontrolled background processing, it is required to prevent other applications within Windows to interfere with the priority processing application. Since the priority processing application is assigned a real-time priority, which is a high priority compared to normal applications running on Windows, the interference of third party applications should be very limited. The only threads that are allowed to preempt the priority processing threads are high priority system threads and high priority (critical) system services. It is assumed that the overhead caused by other real-time threads within the Windows system is negligible.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Resume} & \quad | \quad t_{\text{activate}} \quad | \quad t_{\text{deadline}} \\
\text{Suspend} & \quad | \quad \Delta t_s \\
\text{Period}(T) & \quad | \quad \text{Time}(t) \\
\end{align*}
\]

*Figure 18: Grey areas show the time lost due to context-switching upon resuming an thread. This overhead can be reduced, when multiple consecutive slots are assigned to a thread (i.e. the shaded-grey areas can be removed). At the end of the period, \( t_{\text{deadline}} \), all pending algorithms must be preliminary terminated.*

Additionally, the initial implementation causes unnecessary context-switching overhead, due to explicit suspension of all threads after each time-slot. When multiple, consecutive time-slots are assigned to the same algorithm, advantage can be taken from reduced context-switching. By only suspending an algorithm in favor of resuming another algorithm, context-switches can be reduced as shown in Figure 18.

4.5.2 MONITORING

We deviate from the task model described in Section 3.3, by assuming that there is enough time to process the basic parts of the algorithms. Only the scalable parts are constrained by timing bounds. In case of a single component, there is no scheduling involved during the period of the scalable part. This means that we can simply put the scheduling thread in sleep mode during the time that the single worker thread will perform the scalable algorithm.

In case of multiple competing components, the decision scheduler has to be activated after every time-slot of 1 ms. When putting a thread into sleep mode for such a small time, the system overhead is relative high. The same holds for the use of Windows timer interrupts at such relative high rates. Therefore, a busy waiting loop is performed using high performance counters, similar to mechanisms used to perform benchmarking as described in Appendix C. The implication of the busy-waiting implementation is that a multi-processor system is required, since the decision scheduler requires a dedicated processor.

4.5.3 PRELIMINARY TERMINATION

After each period, all scalable priority processing algorithms must be preliminary terminated. This requires that all competing algorithms are allowed to execute for a short time, to execute the termination request. For cooperative preliminary termination by means of a block-based polling variant, this means that the algorithm will complete its pending block before it terminates.

Polling is platform independent, since polling enforces time synchronization in the code and therefore predictable application behavior. However, the cost for polling a flag might be considerably higher on a streaming processor.
than on a general purpose processor. As an alternative, an a-synchronous signal can be send by the control to the algorithms. A-synchronous signalling of tasks requires operating system support. Since a signal can arrive at any moment in time, the state of the task must be saved before executing the signal handler.

The API of the Microsoft Windows operating system defines several options for a-synchronous signalling. However, none of these options are fully a-synchronous from the perspective of the programmer. Most noticeable is the A-synchronous Procedure Call (APC), which is the Windows variant of POSIX signals. APCs are stored in a queue and executed within a specific thread. However, this thread must be in an alertable state, which means that the programmer has to call a sleep or a wait function. An APC can be used to implement callbacks, but is not so general as Linux signals. Therefore the APC is not suitable for preliminary termination of jobs.

Another option that is provided by the Windows API is the use of events. Windows events can be triggered and executed a-synchronously within the context of a process. This means that the event is executed within the Matlab context and consequently there is no control over the thread running the scalable video algorithm. Therefore the event mechanism provided by Windows is also not suitable to preliminary terminate jobs.

As an alternative, a thread can be explicitly killed from outside. This enforces the job to stop its activities, but has the following disadvantages:

1. for each frame a new worker thread must be created for each scalable algorithm. The thread-descriptor, which registers the thread within the process, is not cleaned up when the thread is killed from outside. Since a process can only have a limited amount of thread descriptors, the simulation crashes after a while, because of exceeding its thread limitation.
2. For the period that the simulation is able to produce video output, the destruction of a thread is a very costly operation. The latency for killing a thread from outside is very high and causes visual video artifacts.

Other language constructs provided by the Windows API are built on top of the APC mechanism and event-system, for example: a timer triggers an event when it fires. Consequently, there is no option to preliminary terminate jobs with an external a-synchronous signal on the Windows platform. Therefore, the only option to preliminary terminate jobs in a predictable and stable way on the Windows platform is by means of cooperative methods.

4.6 PORTING THE MODEL TO GNU/LINUX

Due to issues with the Matlab/Simulink environment in combination with superuser access (see Section 4.2.2), which is required for changing thread priorities, we only consider models with a single component. This means that no resource allocation mechanism is required, such that it is enough to implement mechanisms for accounting the amount of time within a period and preliminary terminate the single priority processing algorithms upon depletion of the deadline.

Another side-effect of porting the code to the Linux platform is the extensive code-cleanup. Due to the fact that the C++ compiler from GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) is more restrictive than the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler, a lot of minor changes and redundancies have been fixed. Examples include: casting of variables; removal of duplicated code and fixing a possible out-of-bounds error in the extensively used quick-sort function.

4.6.1 MONITORING

We assume a similar timing model as in the Windows variant, see Section 4.5.2. The thread containing the decision scheduler is put into sleep mode for the period of the scalable part. The case of multiple components is not considered for the Linux models.

4.6.2 PRELIMINARY TERMINATION

Due to missing support for preliminary termination of jobs in the Windows operating system, see Section 4.5.3, the Linux signals are considered. Linux provides the possibility to a-synchronously signal threads and attach a signal handler to the signal. The use of POSIX threads and signals is described in more detail in Appendix D.

Although, the signalling approach is less reliable than polling-based methods, some measurement data is gathered to compare both implementations (signalling and polling) of the preliminary termination mechanism.
4.7 HYPOTHESES

Experiments, which compare different implementations for the mechanisms monitoring; preliminary termination and resource allocation, are expected to fulfil the expectations summarized in this section.

4.7.1 PRELIMINARY TERMINATION

The first goal is to obtain statistics about the system overhead caused by different methods of job termination control. Handling a job termination request is expected to be a trade-off between latency and the block size.

1. Polling mechanisms as a mechanism to allow preliminary termination, will cause data-dependent termination latencies. Termination latencies when polling on the granularity of a block-computation cause more deviated values, than polling on the granularity of a pixel-computation.

2. Termination latencies caused by the implementation of a-synchronous signalling should be data independent, but at the cost of operating system overhead. This overhead includes switching between user and kernel mode and a polling mechanism at the kernel level in order to check whether a signal is delivered for a specific thread. The latency of polling (by the kernel) is therefore dependent on the granularity on which the operating system handles the signals.

3. The mapping of tasks to threads by reusing threads over multiple jobs saves periodic creation and destruction of threads. The overhead caused by destructing threads is dependent on the thread implementation provided by the operating system. In worst case, the overhead for destructing threads can dominate the required latency for synchronizing the signal processing flow with time.

4.7.2 RESOURCE ALLOCATION

The second goal is to reduce control overhead by considering implementations of mechanisms to efficiently allocate resources.

1. Only deallocate the resources for a threads reduces the amount of context switches, especially when multiple consecutive slots are allocated for the same algorithm. In this case, the algorithm can run as if it obtained one big time-slot. Reduction of context-switching overhead enables the algorithms to process more video-content.

2. Restricting the algorithms explicitly to a single core will increase the context switching and system overhead. Multi-cores solutions are possible, but disallow the comparison of different scheduling policies. The implementation using suspending-resuming of threads explicitly cause context-switching, since a thread which is suspended gives up the processor resources. Therefore it is expected that this change will not cause any observable differences.

4.8 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Experiments, which compare different implementations for the mechanisms monitoring; preliminary termination and resource allocation, are expected to answer the questions described in this section.

4.8.1 PRELIMINARY TERMINATION

Experiments for analyzing preliminary termination are performed using the priority processing applications for deinterlacing video content, as described in Section 2.2. By performing simulations with the deinterlacer priority processing application, the following questions are solved:

1. *What is the computational overhead caused by polling a termination flag?*
   In order to solve this question, we run the deinterlacing application and measure the time to deinterlace a complete frame at the highest quality. The processing times for the algorithm including budget polling and a clean version are compared.

2. *What is the reaction latency upon a termination request for flag polling?*
   The time is measured from the moment that the budget is expired, setting the expiration flag, until the worker thread gives the control back to the decision process.

3. *What is the reaction latency upon a termination request for signalling a job?*
   The time is measured from the moment that the budget is expired, signalling the worker thread, until the worker thread gives the control back to the decision process.

4.8.2 RESOURCE ALLOCATION

Experiments for analyzing resource allocation, to support the scheduling policy, are performed using the dual-component priority processing applications, as described in Section 2.2. By performing simulations with the priority processing application, the following questions are solved:
1. *Is an performance difference observable between implementing the scheduling policy using priority manipulation or suspend-resume?*
   When disallowing gain-time consumption, the performance between both implementations should be approximately the same. If a context-switch occurs, then a context-switch requires an amount of processing time which is independent of the scheduling policy. Since the reinforcement learning policy reduces the amount of context-switches compared to the round robin policy, it is investigated how much gain is provided by this advantage.

2. *How much benefit can be obtained from gain-time consumption?*
   Priority processing applications are suitable for using gain-time. The use of gain-time allows background algorithms to use the time which is not needed by the algorithm which is assigned the time-slot. The amount of available gain-time is expected to be relative low. Maximal once per frame computation, a fraction of a time-slot appears as gain-time, assuming that algorithms which completed a frame are not assigned a time-slot.

4.8.3 MONITORING

Mechanisms for preliminary termination and resource allocation rely on the availability of accounting information. Therefore the following questions must be investigated:

1. *How can we enforce time-slots of 1 ms as precise as possible?*
   After each time-slot the decision scheduler is called. This requires high-resolution timers, either to periodically activate the highest priority task containing the decision scheduler, or to fire a software interrupt which executes the decision scheduler in its handler.

2. *Is there an observable performance difference in activating the decision scheduler by a software interrupt or a periodic task?*
   A software interrupt always runs at the highest priority such that it can not be interrupted. The same behavior can be achieved by putting the decision scheduler in the highest priority task and temporarily deactivating software interrupts while the decision scheduler is active. In our simulation environment these solutions can not be tested, due to the lack of high resolution timers within Windows and Linux.
5. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section experimental measurements and results are presented, which clarify the questions stated in Section 4.8. In order to perform measurements, video sequences are used from the Video Quality Experts Group, VQEG [14]. Appendix E provides details about the platform on which the simulations are performed.

5.1 MEASUREMENT ACCURACY

First results regarding the measurements of small time intervals in the range of micro-seconds or lower, suffer from peaks in measurement data. An example of a figure, which still shows inaccuracies is Figure 19. Figure 19 shows the time required to deinterlace a video frame. The video sequences is repeated two times, which explains the periodic behavior of the graphs. However, when comparing the scene measurements with relative high computation times (i.e.: approximately frame 250 till 400 and frame 650 till 800), occasionally some peaks can be identified which only occur in one of both instances of the same measurement. In order to cope with these inaccuracies, benchmarking methods are applied as described in Appendix C. The results are essentially corrected by means of using a platform dependent library for benchmarking and repeating the simulations multiple times.

New measurements, with more reliable results, are made by:

1. running the same experiment (with the same video content) multiple times, e.g. three times and if required (lot of errors occur in the results) five times.
2. applying a median filter over the gathered results from the different runs.

This approach will work, based upon the assumption that multiple repetitions of the same experiment will obtain almost identical results. When one of the experiments gives a wrong result, it will be discarded. The value in the middle will be chosen as the correct value. Based upon the earlier assumption, this middle value is representative for a correct measurement.

Furthermore, it is observed that deinterlacer algorithm originally suffered from a big variance in termination latency at the range of completion of 50% of the work. The deinterlacer consists of two scalable parts, with in-between a content analysis filter-function which consumes typically 3–4 ms. This filter lacked polling the termination flag on regular intervals. This means that trying to preliminary terminate a frame while it is performing the filter gives rise to extraordinary high latencies. The filter is now extended with polling statements, correcting the behavior of the application allowing for preliminary termination. This mistake in the implementation also explains additional short-comings apart from the computational overhead caused by polling variants. Polling statements require careful placement within the code by the application programmer, which can distract from the actual program flow.

5.2 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR PRELIMINARY TERMINATION MECHANISMS

The basic principle of priority processing is the preliminary termination of a job, which processes a frame, upon depletion of the budget. In this section, polling and external signalling mechanisms are compared to support the preliminary, controlled termination of jobs. The most important measurement criteria for termination of jobs are:

1. the latency measured from the time that the polling flag is toggled until the time that the algorithm gives back control to the control component;
2. the computational overhead caused by regularly checking whether the flag has been set.

The algorithms support preliminary termination by means of a budget polling mechanism, as shown in Source-Code 3. The termination latency corresponding to polling based mechanisms, is dependent on the granularity of polling. In order to predict typical values for the termination latency of polling based mechanisms, a reasonable estimate of worst-case computation times of computational extensive code fragments is desired.

5.2.1 WCET FOR VIDEOFRAMES AND PIXELBLOCKS

Obtaining the real worst-case execution times (WCETs) of video algorithms is typically not feasible due to the high load fluctuations and data-dependent computation times. Although, by testing different, representative video sequences semi-worst-case computation times can be extracted for the processing of a complete video frame. Therefore, we can simply run the deinterlacer at full quality level and measure the total time needed to compute single frames in a diversity of video sequences, see Figure 19.
The computation times for the two video sequences shown in Figure 19 show three interesting properties:

1. In the VQEG 6 sequence, see Figure 19a, there is a big difference in computation time between scenes. The slope of the computation times during the transition between scenes is very steep.

2. The deinterlacer makes use of a noise adaption function. For the first frames of the video sequence, the computation times are considerably higher than the following frames. In the beginning, the noise level measurement mechanism assumes that the video content contains no noise and therefore all blocks are processed. Thereafter, the blocks which have a high noise level are skipped. This can drastically reduce the computation time of a frame as shown in Figure 19b. After approximately 50 frames, the noise adaption converges to a stable approximation of the noise level in the video content. The algorithm is based upon the idea that the noise level within a video sequence is relative constant.

3. The computational overhead of polling, as a mechanism to allow preliminary termination, seems to be very limited, which gives rise to further investigations.

Implementations of the scalable algorithms contain flag polling at specific places in code to allow preliminary termination. By comparing measurements with and without flag polling, values for polling overhead in terms of computational time can be obtained. It is expected to see a trade-off in terms of latency versus computational overhead, imposed by the granularity on which the polling mechanism is applied.

In the first experiment, the following alternatives are compared:

1. **Per pixel polling**: At the beginning of each pixel computation, the termination flag is polled in order to check whether the budget is sufficient to continue processing.

2. **Per block polling**: The video screen is divided in blocks of 8x8 pixels. Most video algorithms work at the granularity of a pixelblock. At the beginning of each block computation, the termination flag is polled in order to check whether the budget is sufficient to continue processing.

3. **No polling**: The whole video frame is processed without any flag polling, which means that preliminary termination of jobs is not permitted.

Figure 20 shows the relative time needed to deinterlace a frame, normalized against the implementation with no polling. It is shown that the computational overhead is relative low on general purpose machines, around 3% for pixel-based polling and 1% for block-based polling, whereas we can expect a big difference on embedded streaming processors.

Computation times for pixelblocks are content dependent, which causes the high fluctuations in frame computation times. When measuring these block computation times for video sequences, typical plots as shown in Figure 21a are obtained. Figure 21a shows the computation times for all blocks per frame in a sample video sequence. Per processed frame, block computations show a decreasing trend. The blocks requiring most computation times, are the most important blocks, see Figure 21b. These blocks are processed first by the priority processing algorithms.
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- Figure 20: Relative computation times to complete the scalable parts of the deinterlacer application for VQEG source 6, for a scene with relative high overhead. Flag polling on the granularity of a per pixel and per block computation is compared with an implementation without polling.

When terminating a thread via flag-based polling, the reaction latency is dependent on the granularity on which the algorithm polls the termination flag. Polling more regularly means more computational overhead, but a reduced latency and vice versa. The video algorithms work on a per block basis, normally of 8x8 pixels. When polling the termination flag on a per block basis, the WCET for a pixelblock indicates in which range we can expect reaction latencies for terminating a pending frame.

To obtain results which are less influenced by the data-dependent character of the algorithms, different video content is tested. Per frame, we are interested in the block with the highest computation time. In Figure 22, the maximum WCET over all tested video sequences for pixelblocks are plotted over processed frames.

To get a good estimate of WCETs for block-computations, as plotted in Figure 22, the following experiment is executed:

1. Run the deinterlacer over a video sequence and gather all block-computations times. Per frame of 576x720 pixels there are 6480 blocks of 8x8 pixels and a video sequence consists of 440 frames. The measurement is repeated three times to filter measurement inaccuracies (see Section 5.1).
2. Now we define a function, \( f(x) \), where \( x \) iterates over the frames of the video. For each frame, \( x \), we have a set of block-computation times, named \( S_{blt}(x) \). To extract the block with the highest computation time within a frame, we define

\[
f(x) = \max(S_{blt}(x)) \quad (8)
\]

3. The above two steps are repeated for different video sources: VQEG source 3, 5, 6, 9 and source 10. For every video source, a function \( f_i(x) \) is defined, where the suffix \( i \in \{3, 5, 6, 9, 10\} \) defines the video sequence.
4. The WCET estimate as plotted in Figure 22 is defined by a function, \( W(x) \), over the frames which are again indexed with \( x \). The function definition for the plot in Figure 22 is shown in Equation 9 and takes the maximum computation time measured over all sequences.

\[
W(x) = (\max i : i \in \{3, 5, 6, 9, 10\} : f_i(x)) \quad (9)
\]

Measurement results for different video sequences show a WCET, \( W(x) \) of approximately \( 25 \mu s \leq W(x) \leq 35 \mu s \). This WCET is measured for the last stage of the deinterlacer, which is the most computational part of the scalable deinterlacer application.

We assume a worst-case estimate of 35 \( \mu s \) to process a block of 8x8 pixels, based upon the results in Figure 22. When polling a termination flag at the granularity of a block-computation, it is expected to have a termination latency of approximately the same length, e.g. 35 \( \mu s \). When decreasing the granularity of polling to the level of a pixel-computation, it is expected to measure latencies of approximately: \( \frac{35 \mu s/\text{block}}{64 \text{ pixels/block}} = 547 \text{ ns/pixel} \).
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(a) Block computation times for single video sequence. (b) Average block computation times over frames for corresponding block-indices.

- **Figure 21:** Computation times for pixelblocks of 8x8 pixels for the motion compensated scalable deinterlacer part. The computation times are measured for VQEG source 5, for all blocks per frame.

- **Figure 22:** Worst-case execution estimation for block computations for the motion-compensated deinterlacer part. The maximum values are extracted from simulations over different VQEG sources: source 3, source 5, source 6, source 9 and source 10.
5.2.2 THREAD TERMINATION LATENCIES

The computation times for pixelblocks gives an indication for the expected reaction latencies. In this case we are especially interested in preliminary termination, since latencies are negligible in case a frame is completed. Original implementations of the models contain periodic creation and destruction of threads, as explained in Section 4.3.1. Periodic creation and destruction of threads includes system overhead for synchronizing and terminating of the worker threads.

First the block-based polling variant is measured. Termination latencies, which include the termination of a thread, show values around 400 µs. This is a factor 10 compared to the block computation time, and therefore dominate the block-computation execution times. The measurements are repeated on the Windows platform using an example application, see Source Code 4, which includes only polling of a termination flag. Latency measurements are done by making use of methods described in Appendix C.

```
// Number of samples (#thread terminations):
const int N = 1000;
// Polling flag for preliminary termination of thread:
volatile bool running;

// Thread function which continuously polls the termination flag:
unsigned __stdcall ThreadFunc(void* param) {
    while (running);
    return 0;
}

int _tmain()
{
    // Thread identifier:
    unsigned int uiThreadEnhID;

    // Benchmark thread termination N times:
    for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
        // Set flag:
        running = true;
        // Create thread in suspended mode, with ThreadFunc as main loop:
        HANDLE hThreadEnh = (HANDLE)_beginthreadex(
            NULL, 0, ThreadFunc, NULL,
            CREATE_SUSPENDED, &uiThreadEnhID );
```
Source Code 4 shows the benchmarking of thread termination latencies. The results confirm the measured latencies in Figure 23. Similar, by benchmarking the creation and destruction of Windows threads, we discovered that creating and destroying threads consumes approximately 500 µs. This overhead is caused by the Windows operating system overhead.

The original implementation includes the overhead for creating and destroying threads on a per frame basis, which influences parts of the measurements. It is beneficial to adapt the worker-thread implementation such that creation and destruction of threads on a per frame basis is avoided, by reusing the initially created threads.

5.2.3 INTERMEZZO: REIMPLEMENTING WORKER THREADS ON WINDOWS

In order to avoid the creation and destruction of threads on a per frame basis in the Matlab simulation, we create a worker thread for the scalable priority processing algorithm upon initialization of the simulation. Similarly, the thread is destroyed upon finalization of the simulation.

The content of the original worker thread is encapsulated by an infinite loop, such that it keeps processing frames for its entire lifespan. The output function controls the worker thread using two binary semaphores:

1. the first semaphore indicates whether new input data is ready to be processed.
2. the second semaphore prevents the thread from working too fast. In case a frame is completed within its deadline, it must wait until the next period for new data.

A prototype of the thread implementation is shown in Source Code 5.
Source Code 5 shows that each job first stops a counter for measuring the termination latency. The counter is started at the same position as shown in Source Code 4. Since the synchronization point due to termination of the thread has disappeared, the stop position of the counter is moved to the point just before a new job starts.

5.2.4 TERMINATION LATENCIES CONTINUED

By repeating simulations once again after adapting the thread implementation, we can obtain latency values caused by preliminary terminating frame computations, see Figure 26. The block-polling variant now shows reasonable values. Statistical analysis shows that average latencies for block-based polling, with a 95% confidence interval, are 45.2 $\mu$s ± 0.127.

Mechanisms for cooperative, preliminary termination are expected to show reaction latencies which are dependent on the computation times. Figure 26, showing the results for block-based polling, and Figure 27, showing the results for pixel-based polling, show comparable latencies in which the standard deviation shows a difference between both variants. Pixel based polling shows average reaction latencies with a 95% confidence interval of 42.2 $\mu$s ± 0.039.

For both polling variants, the figures show the graphs for periods of 20 ms, 40 ms and 60 ms. The length of the period is indicated in the graphs by deadline (dl). The 20 ms period makes the scalable deinterlacer algorithm terminate during its first stage. The 40 ms period typically terminates the deinterlacer during the filter in between both deinterlacing stages. The 60 ms period makes the algorithm typically terminate during the second stage of the deinterlacer. By choosing these periods, the influence of different algorithmic stages of the scalable algorithm is investigated.

As shown in the graphs of Figure 27 for pixel-based polling, the fluctuations of the latencies are relative small. For block-based polling, the different algorithmic stages are observable in the results of Figure 26. Especially in Figure 26b the transition between the scenes is observable. After the scene-switch, the termination latencies show a reduced value, which corresponds to the analyzing filter function. This filter function does not change any output content and therefore does not process any blocks, such that the granularity of the polling (and the corresponding latencies) differ a bit from the actual deinterlacer algorithms.

Most surprising are the measured latency values for pixel-based polling. Whereas the block-based polling mechanism shows termination latencies in the order of 45 $\mu$s, which is a little bit higher than the estimated WCET for block-computations (see Section 5.2.1), the pixel-based polling is expected to show a latency which is approximately a factor of 64 smaller. As shown in the results of Figure 27 and Figure 26, the difference in average latency is approximately 3 $\mu$s.

The slightly increased value of the termination latency for block-based polling mechanisms compared to the estimated WCET of a block computation, can be explained by the additional operating system overhead. The polling mechanism enforces a synchronization in time, in our case implemented using binary semaphores (mutexes). The relative high termination latencies measured for pixel-based polling compared to block-based polling can be caused by (a combination of) the following scenarios:

1. The operating system overhead causes most of the latency, such that the relative low (expected value of the termination latency (approximately 0.5 $\mu$s) of pixel-based polling is dominated by this overhead.
2. Worst-case reaction latencies for block-based polling are never measured.

Assume that the operating system overhead is approximately 42 $\mu$s. When adding the worst case execution
time of a pixel-computation to this time, we obtain a worst-case latency of approximately 42 + 0.5 < 43\(\mu s\). When applying the same math with block-computations, we obtain a worst-case latency of 42 + 35 = 77\(\mu s\).

![Figure 24: Adding WCET for (a) pixel- and (b) block-computations to the synchronization overhead of the operating system, a bigger difference in termination latency might occur between both polling variants as is actually shown by the results of Figure 26 and Figure 27.](image)

Figure 24 shows the difference in estimated worst-case latency for both polling variants. However, based upon gathered measurements we can conclude that block-based polling variants show a very good trade-off in as well computational overhead as termination latency.

**Comparing signalling using the Linux Operating System**

In the results so far there is lack of comparison with signalling mechanisms to preliminary terminate jobs. Since the Windows platform does not allow preliminary termination by means of signalling, as described in Section 4.5.3, some additional measurements are done on the Linux platform to investigate feasibility of the signalling approach by means of POSIX signals. Similar experiments as done earlier in this section on the Windows platform for the deinterlacer are performed on the Linux platform to compare polling variants with signalling variants. Figure 25 shows the termination latency times versus progress in percentage of processed blocks.

![Figure 25: Reaction latencies upon preliminary termination of a job which processes a frame, for every stage of the algorithm is, measured in percentage of processed blocks. The progress values have a limited influence on the termination latencies. Three variants are compared: block based polling, pixel based polling and the signalling approach. The experiment uses the VQEG source 6 video.](image)

Figure 25 is created using collected experimental data for deadline periods, \(T\), in the range: \(T \in [10; 120]\) ms. Although the priorities of the threads can not be changed, similar latency trends for polling variants are shown as in the results on the Windows platform. The graph shows a bigger deviation for block-based polling compared to pixel-based polling. Next to this observable difference in deviation, the termination latencies for the polling variants on the Linux platform are slightly higher compared to the Windows variant. This higher latency values are caused by the implementation of the threads, which are not reused in the Linux implementation (as in the original Windows implementation). This means that for every frame-computation a new thread is created and destroyed. The surprising result is that opposite to the Windows platform, the termination latency on the Linux...
platform is not dominated by the operating system overhead.

A more surprising result is that the signalling approach gives an even higher latency compared to the block-based polling approach, as well as a higher deviation. The termination latency is in the order of 80 µs, which is almost twice as high as the polling based implementations. This can be explained by investigating the way the signal mechanism provided by the Linux kernel works, see Appendix D. In the background, the signalling approach implements a way of polling (at the granularity of the kernel clock) to check whether a signal has arrived, with the extra overhead of the system call. Since Linux does not provide any guarantees about when a signal is handled (a signal is queued to the receiving thread), latencies can highly fluctuate due to unpredictable timing of the completion of the signal-handler.

It must be noted that the termination latencies corresponding to the signal-based preliminary termination as shown in Figure 25 are filtered. All values above 120 µs are not plotted, however there are a lot of samples exceeding the plotted range. Although signal-based preliminary termination provides advantages in terms of computational overhead, it shows very unpredictable behavior in terms of termination latency. An additional disadvantage is that signalling is not supported on most platforms, including Windows.

In correspondence with earlier simulation results gathered on the Windows platform, the block-based polling variant has again shown to be an attractive alternative when comparing latencies of different polling granularities.
(a) Termination of jobs by block based polling with deadlines of 20 ms. All frames are terminated during the first phase of the scalable deinterlacing algorithm and therefore the latencies show stable values.

(b) Termination of jobs by block based polling with deadlines of 40 ms. All frames reach a progress around 50%. In the last part of the video, the progress is a little bit higher than 50% and therefore the algorithm is terminated during the filter in-between the two scalable deinterlacing stages. Here the latencies show a minor decreased value.

(c) Termination of jobs by block based polling with deadlines of 60 ms. All frames exceed the progress of 50% completion and are therefore terminated during the second deinterlacer stage.

Figure 26: Latencies for preliminary terminating frame computations by block-based polling in the deinterlacer application, measured for deadlines of 20 ms, 40 ms and 60 ms for the VQEG src6 video sequence.
Figure 27: Latencies for preliminary terminating frame computations by pixel-based polling in the deinterlacer application, measured for deadlines of 20 ms, 40 ms and 60 ms for the VQEG src6 video sequence. Latencies show stable trends, with less fluctuations than block polling results, see Figure 26.
5.3 OPTIMIZATION OF RESOURCE ALLOCATION MECHANISMS

Experiments in this section make use of block-based polling as a mechanism for preliminary termination, since Section 5.2.4 has shown that the block-based polling mechanism give the best trade-off in latency versus computational overhead on the simulation platform. Whereas simulations trading-off the performance of mechanisms for preliminary termination where done by a priority processing application with a single deinterlacer component, now we will consider an application with two independent, competing components, as introduced in Section 4.1. This example application is composed from two independent priority processing algorithms for deinterlacing and sharpness enhancement of video content, which have to share the same processor resources.

Schiemenz [32] investigates multiple strategies for dynamically allocating time-slots to competing algorithms, from which we especially consider two strategies: one based on Round Robin (RR) and another based on Reinforcement Learning (RL). These strategies are implemented within the decision scheduler. The decision scheduler is activated after every time-slot and decides upon activation to which algorithm the next time-slot is assigned based upon the upfront defined strategy.

The advantage of performing measurements in an environment using the round-robin scheduling policy is that it is know upfront how many time-slots are allocated for each scalable algorithm. Suppose that an application consists of \( m \) amount of scalable algorithms competing for processor time; and that a period, in which a frame-computation must fit, consists of \( N \) timeslots. Applying a round robin schedule on the scalable algorithms means that every algorithm gets in total at least \( \left\lfloor \frac{N}{m} \right\rfloor \) time-slots in each period, leaving \( N \mod m \) time-slots to be allocated such that an algorithm might receive at most one time-slot more than another algorithm within the application. The round robin scheduling policy divides the time-slots alternating over the competing priority processing algorithms, such that after every time-slot context-switches appear. The allocation of consecutive time-slots to the same algorithm is not applicable in round robin scheduling, such that reduction of context-switching, as explained in Figure 18 (Section 4.5.1), is also not applicable.

Opposite to round-robin, the reinforcement learning policy makes its decisions based upon a probabilistic model, as explained in Section 2.3.2. The reinforcement learning policy relies on the availability of progress values relative to the amount of consumed time-slots. Based upon this information, a time-slot is assigned to an algorithm, which means that the total amount of time-slots given to an algorithm (within a period to process a frame) can change per period, e.g.: frame-computation.

To allocate CPU time, a task implementing a scalable priority processing algorithm, is assigned the processor by means of two comparable implementations (as explained in Section 3.5):

1. suspending and resuming the task;
2. manipulating the task priority such that the native fixed priority scheduler (FPS) of the platform can be used.

The latter option allows the consumption of gain-time, see Section 3.3. A subject of investigation is the possible gain of priority processing algorithms due to provisioned gain-time by other algorithms within the applications. Furthermore, the resource allocation mechanisms are implemented such that context switches are reduced when possible, as described in Section 4.5.1.

In order to compare different implementations of scheduling mechanisms, a measurement unit is required. The amount of work, \( W \), in a frame \( f \) is defined in terms of amount of processed blocks per time-slot, see Equation 10.

\[
W(f, t_s) = \frac{\#\text{Processed Blocks}}{\#(\Delta t_s)}
\]  

Note that the notion of processed blocks in a frame is algorithm dependent, since only stages of the algorithm which change the output buffer increase the number of processed blocks value (see Section 4.4.5). The measurement unit \( W \) allows to define the relative gain between two different implementations. The relative gain is the fraction between the work done in a new implementation and a reference implementation, as shown in Equation 11.

\[
\text{relative gain}(f, t_s) = \frac{W_{\text{new}}(f, t_s)}{W_{\text{ref}}(f, t_s)}
\]
The relative gain gives insight in the additional amount of work within a frame, that an algorithm is capable to perform within the same amount of time compared to a reference implementation (the implementation provided initially). Each priority processing algorithm has a characteristic function defining the progress over time, see Section 2.2, such that the progress is not linear in time. Although our notion of relative gain gives a performance metric to compare the influence of different control implementations on the progress of a single priority processing algorithm, the relative gain performance metric does not allow comparison between different algorithms.

When considering the relative gain with respect to the available period, the computed relative gain for each frame in the test sequence is averaged. This is repeated for different periods $T$. Equation 12 shows the average relative gain for a sample video sequence consisting of $M$ frames.

$$\text{relative gain_{ave}(f,t_s)} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{f=0}^{M-1} \frac{W_{new}(f,t_s)}{W_{ref}(f,t_s)}$$

In order to express the relative gain in percentages, the formula becomes:

$$\text{relative gain_{ave}(f,t_s)} = \left(\frac{-1 + \frac{1}{M} \sum_{f=0}^{M-1} \frac{W_{new}(f,t_s)}{W_{ref}(f,t_s)}}{}\right) \times 100$$

### 5.3.1 SUSPEND-RESUME VERSUS PRIORITY MANIPULATION

As a first experiment we want to compare suspend-resume to priority manipulation in an equal environment, meaning:

1. gain-time consumption is disallowed. In the priority manipulation implementation gain-time consumption is prevented by introducing an task with a priority in-between the highest and background priority, such that it consumes all gain-time.
2. use the round-robin scheduling policy implemented within the decision scheduler, such that there is no gain from reduced context-switching.

By using the round robin scheduling policy, the divided time-slots over the algorithms is fixed for all frames. The fixed amount of time for an algorithm per frame allows the relative gain to be calculated by simply collecting the processed blocks per frame. The processed blocks per frame in two different implementations can be simply divided, see Equation 14. Equation 14 saves a division over the time-slots compared to Equation 11 and therefore gives lower rounding errors in the measurement results.

$$\text{relative gain(f)} = \frac{W_{new}(f,t_s)}{W_{ref}(f,t_s)} = \frac{\#Processed\ Blocks_{new}}{\#Processed\ Blocks_{ref}}$$

Figure 28 shows the relative gain of an optimized implementation with priority manipulation relative to the original implementation, which uses suspend-resume to allocate time-slots to algorithms.

When looking at the relative gain presented in Figure 28, there is a small gain observable. The enhancement filter has finished processing after 50 ms. Therefore the enhancement filter can not gain anything for increased periods. The deinterlacer needs more time to complete a frame. Meanwhile, the deinterlacer does not show any gain in the range where the period $T \in [60;80]$ ms. During this range, most frames end up around the 50% progress range. The 50% progress range is the transition between the two stages of the deinterlacer. An analysis filter function, which consumes considerable amount of milliseconds of time, is executed between the two stages and no progress in terms of processed blocks is accounted during this filter (as explained in Section 4.4.5). Therefore no gain is observable in Figure 28 for the specified period lengths.

Overall, it can be concluded that disallowing gain-time and no reduced context-switching gives almost similar results in terms of control overhead using priority manipulation as for suspending-resuming of threads.
5.3.2 GAIN-TIME USAGE

Due to the characteristics of the round robin policy that the divided time among the algorithms is strictly fixed, it can be tested very easily whether gain-time is consumed. In the next experiment we allow consumption of gain-time, such that the slots which are allocated for the enhancement filter, while the enhancement filter is already finished, can be consumed by the deinterlacer. An strictly increasing trend is expected from the point that the enhancement filter finished its task. Figure 29 shows the results, in which similar to Figure 28 no gain is measured for small periods in which both algorithms run competitive. Thereafter, when the enhancement filter finished processing, the deinterlacer effectively uses the gain-time left by the enhancement filter. Due to the analysis filter function between the two deinterlacer stages, there is a local minimum visible in Figure 29 for a period with a length of 70 ms.

It can be concluded that the gain-time consumption is working as expected and that priority processing algorithms are very suitable for consuming gain-time.

*Figure 28: Relative gain for the round robin (RR) strategy of scheduling based on priority manipulation compared to suspend-resume. Priority manipulation gives a small improvement over suspend-resume due to reduced control overhead. Gain-time consumption is disallowed.*

*Figure 29: Relative gain for the round robin (RR) strategy of scheduling based on priority manipulation compared to suspend-resume, allowing gain-time consumption. Priority manipulation allows effective use of gain-time.*
5.3.3 OPTIMIZED CONTROL

Comparing implementations for processor allocation mechanisms have shown so far that priority manipulation and suspending-resuming of tasks perform equally well. As an advantage of priority manipulation mechanism it has been shown that gain-time can be effectively used by background tasks. These earlier experiments make use of the round robin scheduling policy.

The reinforcement learning monitors the algorithms and assigns time-slots on basis of observed progress values. Unlike the round robin policy, the reinforcement learning policy typically assigns multiple consecutive slots to the same algorithm. The decision scheduler runs on its own processor and learns from previous results. This learning characteristic typically leads to the result that multiple consecutive slots are given to the same algorithm. Assignment of multiple consecutive slots to the same algorithm means that we can reduce context-switching overhead, as explained in Section 4.4.5.

The available gain-time in an application using the reinforcement learning scheduling policy is expected to be relatively low. Two different scenarios of gain-time provisioning can be identified:

1. When an algorithm completes a frame during a time-slot, the remaining fraction of the time-slot becomes available to other algorithms within the application. This situation occurs maximal once per frame-computation and consists of a relative low amount of gain-time.
2. When the decision scheduler assigns a time-slot to a blocked algorithm, a complete time-slot is available as gain-time. This situation occurs very occasionally as the result of the exploration step in the reinforcement learning algorithm. The exploration step, made randomly with a small probability within the reinforcement learning policy, is to investigate whether more optimal solutions are reachable. This random exploration step can also lead to assignment of a time-slot to an algorithm which already completed its frame.

When gain-time consumption is not allowed, the wrongly assigned time-slots are wasted. It might be desirable that wrong decisions influence the results, since the amount of bad decisions indicate the capability of the decision scheduler, compared to other policies, to make appropriate decisions. It is also conceivable to allow background tasks to continue processing ahead, for example: start already with the basic function of the next frame. These are details left for later research. To investigate a relative amount of possible gain, we allow other priority processing tasks to consume the gain-time.

The final experiment consists of a setup in which:

1. Block-based polling is applied as a mechanism for preliminary termination;
2. Priority manipulation using the Windows fixed priority scheduler is applied;
3. Reduced context-switching is applicable when multiple consecutive time-slots are assigned to the same algorithm by the reinforcement learning policy;
4. Gain-time consumption is allowed.

When comparing the new setup with the originally implemented priority processing application, a significant improvement can be observed, as shown Figure 30.

5.3.4 PROCESSOR UTILIZATION

During simulations, the processor utilization of the cores is observed using the Windows Task Manager Performance visualizer. The processor on which the scalable algorithms run is utilized for approximately 40%, which means that the algorithms are limited in using full processor capacity by other factors.

A possible disturbing factor is the Matlab/Simulink environment, which runs a lot of background threads, for example to gather measurement information. This causes inter-thread communication, causing time-synchronization overhead.

Another conceivable distortion is non-optimal memory usage. The priority processing algorithms use a sorted order to process the video content, which differs from the traditional approach in which content is processed in consecutive order. The sorted order leads to non-linear memory access, which causes a high I/O bound.

The combination of both factors can cause a even worse scenario. Since multi-core machines make use of a shared-cache, it is possible that the background threads of Matlab pollutes the cache of the video-processing threads and vice versa. In order to investigate efficiency of memory allocation, mapping of the priority processing
applications is required to an embedded platform, such that the Matlab/Simulink interference is eliminated. The competing algorithms, which are dynamically allocated the same processor resource, are also using the same cache. When the system engineer has sufficient control over the cache or local memory, it is conceivable to apply a cache partitioning scheme, such as described by Pérez et al. [28].

5.4 MONITORING

Monitoring mechanisms keep track of the consumed time on a time-slot scale. Inspecting of the progress values of the priority processing algorithms is done by the decision scheduler upon activation after each time-slot. Due to timing issues with timer-interrupts on the Windows platform, periodic activation of the decision scheduler is implemented by means of a busy-waiting loop in our simulation environment, as explained in Section 4.5.2. The busy-waiting loop reads the Time Stamp Counter (TSC) [1] via a RDTSC instruction to keep track of time. Similar methods are used for benchmarking, as described in Appendix C. In a real-time environment it is more straightforward to implement the decision scheduler with a software interrupt by making use of high-resolution timers.

Another consideration is the behavioral correctness of the priority manipulation implementation compared to the suspend-resume implementation. By disallowing gain-time consumption, only the algorithm which is assigned to a time-slot is allowed to make progress, as was the case in the original implementation. The original implementation simply assumes this property and therefore only the progress value of the algorithm which is assigned the latest time-slot is updated. By using priority manipulation, it is conceivable that a background priority consumes processor cycles when higher priority tasks are blocked. Therefore, the monitoring mechanism is extended such that the progress values of each competing algorithm (instead of only the activated algorithm) is updated after each time-slot.

An example schedule is shown in Figure 31 for a random frame during processing of a video sequence. The schedule in Figure 31 also shows that the reinforcement learning assigns multiple consecutive time-slots to a single algorithm. Both algorithms have a start-up time in which they are assigned time-slots, but do not show any progress. The deinterlacer has a start-up time of approximately ten milliseconds, such that periods smaller than (or close to) the start-up time do not give useful progress statistics. Furthermore, it is shown that only the task with the highest priority makes progress, such that original system behavior is preserved by priority manipulation disallowing gain-time consumption.
*Figure 31: The decision scheduler assigns time-slots to the algorithms. Only the algorithm assigned to a time-slot is allowed to make progress. Multiple consecutive time-slots are typically assigned to the same algorithm.*
6. CONCLUSIONS

Flexible signal processing on programmable platforms are increasingly important for consumer electronic applications and others. Scalable video algorithms using novel priority processing can guarantee real-time performance on programmable platforms even with limited resources. Dynamic resource allocation is required to maximize the overall output quality of independent, competing priority processing algorithms that are executed on a shared platform.

Since the optimization of the priority processing applications has become the most important contribution of this project, this report emphasizes on this subject. Research work related to the project, done in advance to the internship period, is available in the appendices as additional information.

6.1 OPTIMIZING THE CONTROL OF PRIORITY PROCESSING

The priority processing application is introduced as an example application requiring dynamic resource allocation mechanisms. We described three basic mechanisms for dynamic resource allocation to competing priority processing algorithms:

1. **Preliminary Termination**: Upon expiration of the periodic deadline, all scalable priority processing algorithms must be preliminary terminated, such that a new frame computation can be started.
2. **Resource Allocation**: Multiple competing priority processing algorithms are sharing a single processor, which requires mechanisms to allocate the processor resources.
3. **Monitoring**: Assignment of the processor resources is done on a time-slot scale by the decision scheduler. The decision scheduler needs progress values and the consumed time of the algorithms in order to make an appropriate decision on the time-slot assignment.

Since the priority processing application is prototyped in a Matlab/Simulink environment on a non-real-time platform, Windows XP, it took a lot of effort to bound the interference of the simulation environment and other background processes. The simulation environment of the priority processing application requires a multi-core machine to give accurate simulation results. Nevertheless, different implementations for these mechanisms are implemented within the Matlab/Simulink simulation environment (described in Section 4) on general purpose machines, allowing us to make performance comparisons for different implementations of the resource allocation mechanisms. Measurement data is presented in Section 5.

For preliminary termination, cooperative termination is preferred, since most platforms, including Windows, do not support reliable termination of tasks through signalling. Simulation results show that the polling overhead is relatively low on general purpose machines compared to the total computation times to process a full frame. The block based polling variant gives a slightly more deviated reaction latency compared to pixel based polling, but is a relative good alternative when comparing it with the computational overhead of pixel based polling and the relative high latency of the signalling approach. Cooperative preliminary termination mechanisms, such as polling, allow the trade-off between latency and computational overhead, but have the disadvantage of the high effort for code maintenance.

Preliminary termination by means of signalling is tested by means of the POSIX signals provided by the Linux kernel. This required porting of the priority processing application to the Linux platform, with the side-effect that a lot of failures are fixed. Apart from this effort, it is shown that the termination latency obtained from measurements from signalling, are non-predictable. The unpredictable latency behavior of signals shows the lack of real-time guarantees within Linux systems.

Resource allocation can be efficiently implemented by priority manipulation, using the native operating system’s scheduler, e.g., fixed priority scheduler of Windows. Although there is no observable difference in performance between suspending-resuming of threads and priority manipulation, it is shown that the priority processing applications can effectively use gain-time. Gain-time consumption is enabled by the use of priority manipulation, such that background threads can consume the otherwise wasted processor cycles.

Monitoring consists of querying the progress of the algorithms after each time-slot. The time-slot scale must be ensured, since the scheduling policy (decision scheduler) together with the resource allocation and preliminary termination mechanisms rely on correct timing information. Accounting of time-slots relies on the availability of high-resolution timers. Due to the absence of high-resolution timers on the Windows platform, the models are simulated by mapping the scheduling thread on a separate core. The scheduler thread keeps track of the time by performing a busy-waiting loop.
In our simulation environment, the processor utilization for the core running the scalable algorithms was approximately 40%. This relative low processor utilization can be explained by a combination of the following factors:

1. Inefficient memory allocation by the signal processing algorithms. Due to the data-extensive character of video processing, optimizing the way memory is accessed might give considerable advantage. Optimizations for memory allocations require control over the memory controller, which is typically not available on general purpose operating systems such as Windows and Linux, but is available on embedded platforms.
2. Interference of the simulation environment. The Matlab/Simulink environment runs a lot of threads in the real-time class during the simulation. These threads can cause extra overhead due to enforced time-synchronization for extracting measurement results, as well as cache pollution due to shared caches.

A next step is to implement priority processing applications in a real-time environment, such that:

1. actual overhead of polling mechanisms can be investigated, which is expected to be much higher on embedded platforms using streaming processors;
2. the overhead of the simulation environment is reduced, i.e. Matlab threads and background processes running in Windows;
3. it is shown that the application is feasible to realize real-time video processing, e.g. mapping on an embedded (real-time) hardware platform.

A first approach towards deployment of priority processing applications in a real-time environment is sketched in Section 6.2.

6.2 FUTURE WORK

In this section we will indicate further directions of research in the field of the priority processing application and do a proposal on implementing the priority processing on accelerating hardware. This includes important considerations which have to be taken into account on hardware platforms other than the general purpose platforms on which the Matlab/Simulink models are implemented.

6.2.1 TOWARDS SYSTEM DEPLOYMENT: MAPPING ON HARDWARE ACCELERATED PLATFORMS

Until now, the priority processing applications are simulated in a Matlab/Simulink environment. The concept of priority processing shows promising results as well in a qualitative manner as the effective use of computational resources. Current research lacks an implementation of the priority processing algorithms proving the capability to perform in real-time. Therefore, a straightforward direction for further research is the mapping of one or more algorithms to a hardware accelerated platform, which is widely available.

Trends in embedded platform design move towards Multi-Processors System on Chip (MPSoC). MPSoCs can be subdivided in heterogeneous, composed of multiple different processing elements on chip, and homogeneous, composed of multiple equal processing elements. A typical trade-off in MPSoC design is to put a general purpose processing element for control purposes, such as an ARM or MIPS, and multiple streaming processors for signal processing, such as VLIWs and DSPs.

It is therefore an attractive option to map the decision scheduler on a general purpose processor, controlling the streaming processors by means of appropriate mechanisms for preliminary termination, resource allocation and monitoring. The resource allocation mechanism makes the system more complicated, due to multiple algorithms sharing the same computational resource. The mapping of priority processing applications on embedded platforms can be split in two stages:

1. Map an application with a single component to the platform. This only requires appropriate mechanisms to account the time within a period and to preliminary terminate a job upon depletion of the periodic budget. This implementation allows further optimization of the algorithm on the platform, for example: optimize memory usage.
2. Map a multi-component to the platform. After optimizing the single components, it can be investigated how multiplexing of computational resources can be optimized. Since streaming processors typically do not support preemption of tasks, current research is directed towards parallel processing.

An example of an attractive platform to map the priority processing application, is the Cell Broadband Engine [2] (Cell BE), developed by Sony, Toshiba and IBM. The Cell BE platform is extensively used in industry, the
academic world and hobbyists, due to its wide availability of documentation and open architecture descriptions. On the one hand the Cell BE architecture provides very powerful streaming processors to perform signal processing computations. On the other hand, it addresses the complexity of efficiently transferring data over a shared bus and dealing with limited local memory capacity.

The implementation of a dynamic resource allocation scheme includes the following efforts concerning the three identified mechanisms:

1. **Preliminary Termination**: Preliminary termination can be applied by means of cooperative termination using the message-box mechanism. These are special registers which allow efficient communication between host processor and streaming processors. A trade-offs in granularity of termination is expected to show a clear difference in overhead, since the polling mechanism disturbs the signal processing pipeline (opposite to general purpose machines).

2. **Resource Allocation**: It is unlikely that a time-slot-based scheduler is implemented on this platform. Dividing time-slots on the streaming processors causes a lot of additional overhead for preemption algorithms. Streaming processors typically do not allow preemption, due to the enormous context-switching overhead and run-time data-dependencies. Furthermore, it requires a lot of effort to map the single components to a streaming processor. Next to the implementation effort, the Cell BE consists of six streaming processors, which allows parallel execution of a priority processing algorithm on each of them. This comes at the additional cost of managing the shared communication bus, which can be seen as an additional optimization objective since the bus allows multiple.

3. **Monitoring**: Since scheduling of algorithms on a time-slot basis is not required, the periodic deadlines have to be accounted to support the preliminary termination mechanism. This can be achieved by setting timers on regular intervals. When a timer fires, it enforces the algorithms to terminate processing of the current frame and perform a roll-forward to the next frame.

The Cell BE is a typical consumer electronic platform which is capable of displaying high performance video, but does not run a real-time operating system. In this report, we considered an implementation of priority processing applications based upon availability of fixed priority scheduling. More complex systems move to partitioning of available resource capacity, by providing virtual platforms.

### 6.2.2 VIRTUAL PLATFORMS

To investigate real-time performance in a shared resource environment, it is conceivable to run the application on a virtual platform. The virtual platform can be provided by applying a resource reservation scheme, as described in Section 2.5. Resource reservations allow independent development of applications, requiring a system wide feasibility test upon integration of the application within the system. The reservation scheme is based upon four mechanisms Rajkumar et al. [29], as described in Section 2.5: admission control, scheduling, enforcement and accounting.

Virtual platforms divide available resources in partitions and guarantee the assigned budget. A disadvantage of these virtualization techniques is the introduction of additional complexity for the monitoring mechanism within the priority processing application. The monitoring mechanism must ensure time-slots of fixed size, typically 1 ms, after which the decision scheduler must be activated. Activation of the decision scheduler can not be considered as strictly periodic relative to the absolute time within virtual platforms.

As an example assume a system with two independent applications, which equally share a single processor:

1. An application implemented in a task, $\tau_{hp}$, at the highest priority;
2. A priority processing application implemented in a lower priority task, $\tau_{pp}$.

Assume that within the priority processing application, it is desired to fire the decision scheduler every 3 time-units. Figure 32 shows a scenario in which the virtual time is not equal to the real time.

The accounting mechanism of the resource reservation system, accounts the time used by each application. It is possible to implement a virtual timer based upon this accounting mechanism. Assume we have the possibility to implement a hook function upon preemption and re-activation of the priority processing application, timer interrupts can be used as follows:

1. Upon preemption of the priority processing application, all timers have to be reset.
2. Upon re-activation of the priority processing application, the consumed budget must be queried and the new activation time must be derived to set a timer.
Since a budget is typically defined in Giga Operations Per Second (GOPS), the derivation of activation times requires knowledge about the platform. When the amount of operations that the processor can compute per second; the amount of operations assigned per period; and the activation frequency of the decision scheduler is known, the virtual time can be translated to a real time.
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A. MODE CHANGE PROTOCOLS IN REAL-TIME SYSTEMS

In this report it is assumed that an application can adapt its quality level depending on the available system resources. A general approach, and more coarse grained approach compared to priority processing, is to design an application with different run-time modes of operation. A mode of operation is directly mapped onto a software component, representing a quality level with associated resource demands.

The notion of a mode of operation, as described in Section 1 in the context of scalable video algorithms, asks for a more formal definition. In existing literature, several definitions of a mode or a mode change request appear, but do not comply. For example, Martins and Burns [24] define a mode change as follows:

“A mode change of a real-time system is defined as a change in the behavior exhibited by the system, accompanied by a change in the scheduling activity of the system.”

The behavior of a system is an informal term, and therefore lacks a formal definition. From an application point of view, a mode change causes a change in the external behavior as a consequence of the change of the schedule. Real and Crespo [31] try to come up with a more precise definition, which includes reasoning about the scheduling behavior:

“Each mode produces different behavior, characterized by a set of functionality that are carried out by different task sets.”

This definition does not take into account visible artifacts from the end-user point of view. An example is a video decoder that can process an MPEG video-stream at different quality levels. The change of the quality level is visible for the end-users. On the opposite, from a system perspective a mode change only causes a change in the scheduling activity, which in real-time environments asks for temporal guarantees during this transient stage. The definition of a mode change from a system perspective does not address visual artifacts in the output.

An event which triggers a mode transition is defined as a mode change request.

Several mode change protocols in fixed priority preemptive scheduled real-time systems are compared to each other by Real and Crespo [31]. In this paper, three main features for handling mode changes are identified which classify a protocol:

1. When a mode change request arrives, old mode tasks must be aborted. There are different approaches to deal with task abortion:
   (a) Immediate abort all old mode tasks: When a task is not part of the new mode, it is assumed that its output is useless in the new mode. However, this might introduce data inconsistency.
   (b) Complete all old mode tasks: This approach makes the data inconsistency disappear. On the other hand, this might give rise to longer mode change latencies.
   (c) Combine both extremes: It might be desirable to make a trade-off in latency and output quality.

2. The activation pattern for unchanged tasks during the mode transition. Some protocols preserve the periodicity of unchanged tasks in the system, while others might delay a task or alter the activation rate. This might introduce data inconsistency.

3. The ability to combine the execution of new and old mode tasks:
   (a) Synchronous mode change protocols do not release new mode tasks until the last activation of the old mode tasks have finished. Therefore, no overload situation will occur during the mode switch, provided that the old mode is schedulable.
   (b) Aynchronous mode change protocols allow old and new mode tasks to be combined in time in order to provide faster transitions. This can cause overload situation and therefore requires specific schedulability analysis of the transition, but decreases the mode change latency such that a better promptness is achieved.

Furthermore, mode change protocols must deal with the following requirements, which can be used as criteria in order to compare different mode switch approaches:
1. **Schedulability:** A mode change request might give rise to newly arriving tasks within the system. During the mode switch, the old tasks as well as the new mode tasks must meet their deadline. Therefore, the new arriving tasks might cause an overload situation.

2. **Periodicity:** During the mode change it is desirable that the activation pattern of unchanged tasks remains unaltered.

3. **Promptness:** This criteria models the expired time after a mode change request before a new mode task has completed. A new mode task might have a deadline, for example when moving to an emergency mode.

4. **Consistency:** Shared resources must be used in a consistent way. A consuming job should not access data which is not fully complete due to preemption of the producing job.

Holenderski et al. [19] describes the use of a synchronous protocol in resource constrained systems and provides the analysis for fixed priority preemptive scheduling (FPPS) as well as fixed priority deferred scheduling (FPDS). FPDS has a lower mode change latency bound.

When considering multimedia applications allowing multiple modes of operation, it is conceivable to distinguish mode changes resulting in a quality mode increase and a quality mode decrease. When the mode of a multimedia application is increased, it typically means that additional work needs to be done in order to obtain the increased quality level. When a mode is decreased, it typically means that part of the work corresponding to the current mode becomes superfluous and can therefore be discarded. This scenario provides the possibility to preliminary terminate jobs in case of a quality mode decrease within a multimedia application.

### A.1 TASK STRUCTURE

An application consists of one or more tasks, which can use one or more components. In the model presented by Holenderski et al. [19], a mode is directly mapped onto a component, describing the component’s resource requirements. These tasks each can be represented by a directed a-cyclic task graph. An example is shown in Figure 33. The nodes in this graph represent *decision points*, in which the following subtask is selected. Note that a cyclic task graph would possibly instantiate a job requiring infinite amount of computation time. It is possible to allow cycles in the task graph, as long as all tasks within the cycle allow preliminary termination. Although, a better alternative is to model these cyclic task graphs as periodic tasks, which simplifies the schedulability analysis.

![Figure 33: Example task graph defining a the task’s behavior in terms of sub-tasks and decision-points. The termination signal requires sub-job $\tau_{12}$ to preliminary terminate its activities. The previously saved application state is from decision point $P_v$.](attachment:task_graph.png)

The *decision points* coincide with preferred preemption points and preferred termination points. A preferred preemption point is a position in the task, where we explicitly allow preemption. Similarly, a preferred termination points is a position in the task, where we explicitly allow termination. In case of Fixed Priority Deferred Scheduling (FPDS), preemption and termination of an application is limited to these points only. In case of Fixed Priority Preemptive Scheduling (FPPS), a task may be preempted at arbitrary moments in time. By allowing a task to be terminated at an arbitrary moment in time, it must be ensured that intermediate results are masked for the outside world. This can be done by adapting fault tolerance techniques as described in Appendix B. Therefore, a preliminary terminative task is distinguished from non-preliminary terminative tasks.

### A.2 PRELIMINARY TERMINATION OF JOBS

Mechanisms for preliminary termination must ensure that the amount of resources used by a component does not exceed the amount of resources that the component is allowed to use. Each components must not exceed its resource budget, as determined by the Quality Manager Component (QMC).

The controller (QMC) assigns budgets to tasks in the video application. The task must stop its activities when
the budget is consumed. This can be achieved by letting the tasks poll on regular intervals for the available budget. The task must give back control to the controller component when the budget is not sufficient to do additional work.

An alternative approach is that the controller component signals pending tasks to stop their activities as soon as their budget is consumed. Signalling requires transfer of control between control component and the different tasks of the multimedia application.

Different considerations concerning mechanisms for preliminary termination of tasks are described in Section 3.6. In the model of Holenderski et al. [19], it is assumed that tasks running in a mode when a mode change request arrives, can not be terminated at arbitrary moment in time, but only at preliminary termination points. A more fine grained approach for adaptable quality levels is the priority processing method, see Section 2.2. Priority processing allows arbitrary preliminary termination, once a basic output is delivered. We can reduce the mode change latency in the model of Holenderski et al. [19] upon a mode change request inducing a reduced quality level, by allowing preliminary termination at arbitrary moments in time upon such a request. Such a special case of arbitrary preliminary termination can be implemented using signalling methods, for example as explained in Appendix D.

A.2.1 MANAGING PRELIMINARY TERMINATION OF SUB-TASKS

Predictable results upon arbitrary preliminary job termination are achieved by bounding the preliminary terminative subtasks to extra requirements:

A15. Subtasks are modeled as recovery blocks, which means that all actions performed by a subtask must be revertible.

A16. The internal state of a subtask must be reset upon preliminary termination, including the internal variables as well as the program counter. This is typically work to be assigned to the mode change completion handler, see Figure 13.

By associating a preemption handler to each decision point, it is possible to extend these points with the optional creation of checkpoints, as presented in Section B. It is possible to create checkpoints on every decision point in the taskgraph. However, this would lead to a disproportionate amount of overhead during runtime in order to obtain a data consistent environment upon preliminary termination. For example, it is very counter-intuitive in memory constraint environments to make checkpoints in an application, which require additional memory resources.

In order to avoid this extra overhead of storing and restoring checkpoints, an alternative approach is to slightly modify the original concept of recovery blocks [30]. It is a task for the programmer to identify subtasks and decision points, see Figure 34. When a preliminary terminative task completes successfully it will end up in an progression point in the graph. Note that this progression point differs from the earlier decision points. These progression points are introduced to show that the original task graph, for example see Figure 33, suffers from hidden work to be done inside the decision points. This work also consumes time, which has to be taken into account when analyzing the results.

Considering the example of Figure 33, subtask $\tau_{12}$ is modeled as a preliminary terminative task. Decision point $P_u$ hides time consuming actions to be performed. Two types of termination can be considered:

1. **Preliminary termination:** The sub-job is terminated and a jump to the next progression point is made. In this case all internals of the subtask are reset. Note that the next progression point can be a jump back to the initialization of the same task, skipping the part of a frame computation and proceeding with the next frame which instantiates a new job.

2. **Successful Termination:** When the sub-job successfully completes its pending work, there might be some results to be published to other sub-tasks in the application. This means that an incremental update on the total system state is performed. This publish-action is assumed to be short and atomic, since it is a form of intertask communication and therefore is only allowed by non-preliminary terminative tasks.

The subtask responsible for the work to be done upon task completion, is called the completion subtask. The completion subtask is not allowed to be preliminary terminated. The work assigned to a completion-subtask is for example writing the computed results from a local buffer to an output buffer (write-behind approach as described in Section 3.7.2). It is the task of a programmer to divide the program properly in preliminary terminative and non-preliminary terminative subtasks. Figure 34 shows how a taskgraph, consisting of preliminary terminative
subtasks, can be transformed to a graph which incorporates the work to be done in order to enforce the completion of a subtask properly. Both successful as well as preliminary termination of a subtask require a proper completion by a transactional, non-preliminary terminative subtask.

The completion task, which starts in a progression point and ends in the original decision point, can be modeled in two ways as shown in Figure 34b and Figure 34c. The advantage of the solution presented in Figure 34b is that it gives smaller task graphs. However, the computation time of a completion task may be dependent on its preceding subtask. Therefore, it might be easier to represent the task graph as shown in Figure 34c, such that the analysis is easier to derive from the graph.

Note that the completion of a preliminary terminative subtask is performed by a non-preliminary terminative subtask, and the computation time of the completion task will appear as termination latency. This does not mean that this completion task is non-preemptable. A completion task is a task which is not allowed to preliminary terminate and is scheduled normally to regulate the progress of an application, optionally in conjunction with resource management protocols.

A.2.2 FINETUNING GRANULARITY OF TERMINATION

There are situations in which it is an advantage to defer termination until a predefined moment in time using preferred termination points, as defined in Section 3.3. For example, the write-behind approach might cause additional control overhead. By allowing a small amount of work to complete before terminating the pending job, it might be possible to transform the write-behind approach to a write-through approach.

Another consideration to defer termination of a job, is that immediate termination causes the waste of invested computational resources, which coincides with the work-preserving approach discussed in Section 2.3. It is conceivable to give a job some extra budget to complete, and reduce the capacity of the next occurrence of the task as a pay-back mechanism.

In order to allow deferred termination of a job, the polling and signalling approach can be combined. When a signal occurs to terminate a pending job, the event handler sets a local flag and returns executing the job. In case of the budget polling approach, which is considered expensive, it is assumed that the available budget for a job is not available locally in a task. Assuming that polling of a local flag is cheaper, signalling in combination with local polling gains in performance compared to the pure budget polling approach. As can be extracted from measurement results from the priority processing application, on general purpose machines the overhead for polling a flag is relative low. Therefore, polling within preferred termination points for a mode change request, seems a straightforward implementation.
The backside of deferred termination of a job is the increased reaction latency (reduced promptness). The polling mechanism allows the programmer to trade-off reaction latency versus computational overhead. Deferring termination to a predefined moment in time is similar to the approach taken by Holenderski et al. [19].
B. STATE CONSISTENCY USING FAULT TOLERANCE MECHANISMS

First of all, note that the terminology of fault tolerance might be a little confusing in the context of multimedia applications. Fault tolerance patterns describe ways to handle mistakes occurring in software in a structured way. In real-time multimedia applications it is not about dealing with software faults. Partial completed tasks might give undesirable effects, but these computations are not wrong. An example of undesired effects in multimedia applications is the appearance of artifacts in the output. In order to prevent these effects, similar approaches as used for obtaining fault tolerance can be used.

One of the arising problems when preliminary terminating a job is data inconsistency. Also during the execution of a mode change (see Appendix A) data inconsistency is an issue due to possible interference of different task sets. In literature several fault tolerant tactics are described [16].

Xu et al. [40] present a layered, object oriented architecture using coordinated atomic actions in order to ensure data consistency in fault tolerant environments. A coordinated atomic action is defined as [40]:

“a multi-threaded transactional mechanism which as well as coordinating multi-threaded inter-actions ensures consistent access to (external) objects in the presence of concurrent and potential faults.”

The concept of coordinated atomic actions is strongly based upon the system structure concepts, as presented by Randell [30]. In [30], the basic concepts of recovery blocks, interprocess communication and fault tolerant interfaces are discussed as well as the influence of these concepts on the program flow. In order to avoid confusion about the atomicity of actions in the field of real-time systems, this report will use the term recovery block. An overview of the recovery block concept is given in Appendix B.3.

Furthermore, Xu et al. [40] introduce two types of redundancy:

1. Dynamic Redundancy: Several redundant components are capable of replacing each other when a fault occurs. Only one of these components is active at a time. External objects of the components might be checkpointed for the purpose of action recovery.
2. Masking Redundancy: Several concurrent actions are executed. An adjudicator component determines which action produces the correct output. This additional software component masks undesired or fault results from the environment. In case all actions fail, external objects are left unchanged.

Note that mode changes on itself can be seen as an instantiation of dynamic redundancy. A component can run in different modes, represented by different (sub-)tasks, aiming for the same ultimate goal. It is more interesting to match the concept of masking redundancy. Only one action can be performed at a time. The external behavior of this single action must be masked from other tasks in the system in case of preliminary termination.

B.1 RECOVERY PREPARATION

General patterns preparing for redundancy needs are checkpointing and data reset [15]. A checkpoint periodically saves state information of an application. When no checkpoint is available or not enough information is available to reconstruct the state of the checkpoint, the system has to be reset to its initial state. The information to be saved in a checkpoint incorporates all information that is of interest to the system as a whole. This information must preferably be saved in a centrally available location. This helps to reduce the time until a next task starts its execution, by limiting the time needed for recovery.

The state of a system might change while creating a checkpoint. Therefore dynamic and static checkpoints are distinguished:

Dynamic checkpoints are created by the independent processes or tasks when they appear to be valuable. Static checkpoints are only created at the start of an execution sequence.

In the domain of video processing algorithms, the memory requirements for checkpointing can be large. A straightforward way of applying checkpoints is to create a checkpoint before a component starts to alter shared data. Inside the component, each subtask must ensure data consistency by only applying incremental updates.
B.2 FAULT DETECTION AND RECOVERY

A mode change request causes the running task set to change. This might cause unexpected termination of (sub-)tasks, which on its turn can consequently cause data corruption. The mechanisms described in this section are introduced to prevent data corruption. These mechanisms are described in the literature as fault recovery mechanisms [15].

The following actions can take place upon a fault detection, or a preliminary termination request in our context:

1. **Roll-back**: A checkpoint which represents a state of the system before the error occurred is restored. The program must resume with a different strategy than the one causing the error, [15, Section 32]. For example: in priority processing a task may receive a request to preliminary terminate its pending activities. When such a request arrives, some pending work can be discarded and the results of processing a frame until that moment in time are output. By discarding a piece of pending work, a roll-back action takes place.

2. **Roll-forward**: In some situations it is known a priori that returning to a previous checkpoint will lead to the same error again or will result in incomplete computations. For example when there is not enough time to perform a recomputation. In this case it might be useful to progress in advance to a next synchronization point by skipping a certain computation, [15, Section 33]. Although the preliminary termination request of a job in priority processed multimedia applications is described above to be associated with a roll-back action, it is more natural to associate the application behavior after an abortion request with a roll-forward action. By preliminary terminating a job, the application jumps forward to the next frame by skipping the remaining work of the current frame.

3. **Continue**: There might be situations in which a fault is not very harmful or has limited impact on the actual result. In these situation it is conceivable to continue processing without taking any action. In the domain of priority processing, it might be a cheaper alternative, compared to the actions involved of immediate job termination, to finish processing of a small piece of work before actually terminating a task.

B.3 RECOVERY BLOCKS

Randell [30] describes mechanisms of structuring software systems to gain fault tolerance. The basic mechanism, presented in this article are recovery blocks. A recovery block is defined as a conventional block of sequential basic operations, which is provided with an acceptance test and zero or more additional alternative execution blocks. The acceptance test is a condition which can be evaluated without side-effect in order to check whether the executed alternative has performed acceptably. If the acceptance test fails, the next alternative is executed. Before the alternative block is entered, the state of the process is restored as it was before the recovery block. When the last alternative fails, the recovery block falls back to the enclosing block. When the outermost block fails to execute all its alternatives, an error occurs in the system.

The recovery block scheme is not dependent on a particular block structuring. However, to prevent for improper nesting of blocks, it is required that:

1. the acts of entering and leaving an operation are explicit
2. operations are nested properly in time

Both requirements are fulfilled automatically in high level programming languages, because the compiler takes responsibility for generating proper low level code.

Furthermore, considerable advantage can be taken of information which is provided indicating whether any given variable is local to particular operation. When an acceptance test is being evaluated, any non-local variables that have been modified must be available in their original as well as their modified form, because of the possible need to reset the system state. Note that the idea of saving the system state before entering a recovery block in order to restore this state in case the execution of a blocks fails, is equivalent to the patterns currently described in literature as creating checkpoints with the ability of rollback, see Appendix B.1 and Appendix B.2.

In order to allow restoring of the system state, Randell [30] proposes a recursive cache. This cache is divided in regions, in which each region is responsible for a nested recovery level. The entries in the cache contain the prior values of any variables that have been modified within the current recovery block. This provides the required information to roll-back the system state in case an error occurs.
Until now, only the progress of a single process composed of basic operations is considered. Example of basic operations are assignments and function calls, which can be a nested recovery block by itself. Extensions on the recovery block scheme described by Randell [30] are:

1. **Interacting processes**: When two or more processes start communicating with each other, all these processes must satisfy their respective acceptance tests and none may proceed until all have done so. If one process fails, all processes involved in the conversation must be backed up to the restoration point before the communication started. New communications can be initiated within a communication, however it is not allowed to have intersecting communications. This means that communication blocks must be strictly nested.

   ![Diagram of communication between processes](image)

   *Figure 35: Domino effect caused by improper structuring of communication between processes. Communication between processes is indicated with dotted lines, whereas the black squares indicate restoration points. When process 2 fails, it is restored to recovery point 4. This means that process 1 needs to be restored to restoration point 3. Finally, all processes must be restored to its initial restoration point.*

   By requiring a structured way of communication between processes, the domino effect can be prevented. The domino effect occurs when a single process has to be restored due to a failure, causing other processes also to consume a restoration point. The worst-case scenario of the domino effect in which all restoration points are consumed is shown in Figure 35.

   In real-time streaming applications the domino effect is prevented, because these applications only perform local computations. When data is written to external memory, this is considered as a resource allocation. Resource allocation protocols prevent the domino effect by disallowing shared access to a resource.

2. **Multi-level systems**: Facilities for providing fault tolerance are also extended to deal with layered systems. In a layered system, each layer is an abstraction of the layer below it. Furthermore, each layer provides an interface to upper layers. In order to reduce complexity in handling fault tolerance, the understanding of the system designer is limited to a single layer. In this model, two types of faults must be dealt with:

   (a) **Errors above an interface**: Assume that an application layer, $l_i$, is implemented using recovery blocks. The layer above, $l_{i-1}$ is responsible for all state changes made by layer $l_i$, as well as saving and restoring the effects caused by the progress of layer $l_i$. This assumes that layer $l_{i-1}$ is fault free. Now it is investigated how to deal with errors below an layer-interface.

   (b) **Errors below an interface**: Again it is assumed that the layers are implemented using the recovery block scheme. Now assume that all alternatives in layer $l_{i-1}$ fail to perform their operations on the layer below, $l_i$. This means that a recovery action must be performed in layer $l_i$. This is almost the same as the scenario described above. Although, there might be a scenario in which turning to the recovery point at level $l_i$ fails. In general, this means that layer $l_{i-1}$ has to abandon all operations of layer $l_i$. However, some errors occurring at layer $l_i$ can be dealt with without abandoning this layer. After layer $l_i$ has passed an acceptance test, but before all the information constituting its recovery point has been discarded, layer $l_{i-1}$ might perform a check on the overall layer $l_{i-1}$ acceptance.

   Note that dealing with faults inside interfaces is an instantiation of providing fault tolerance for interacting processes.
C. SYSTEM BENCHMARKING ON X86 PLATFORMS

Measurement data of the video processing applications investigated in this report are obtained by collecting benchmarking results. These simulations run on general purpose X86 machines. Since we are interested in time measurements in the range of milliseconds for frame computation times and even microseconds when measuring termination latencies, standard benchmarking methods using timer data are not sufficient. These timer data are provided by the operating system via system calls, which can consume milliseconds on itself.

With the introduction of the Pentium series, Intel specified a register which counts the cycles consumed by the processor since it started [1]. This register, the *TimeStamp Counter* (TSC), is available on all X86 processors, accessible via an instruction called *Read Time Stamp Counter* (RDTSC). This register can be read via assembly instructions and therefore is a lot cheaper than regular operating system API calls. However the disadvantage is that the way to read this register can differ per platform. The operating system and the width of the registers, for example 32 bit versus 64 bit, influences the way of accessing the register. A library for measuring the consumed cycles in a specified interval is provided by Frigo [13]. This library implements an interface to overcome the platform dependent difficulties.

The TSC register contains a value representing all consumed CPU cycles since the start-up or reset of the core. Human readable measurements are preferably presented in time units in stead of consumed cycles. Meanwhile, the value stored in the Time Stamp Counter can be affected by several mechanisms:

1. CPU frequency scaling: Today’s processors provide the possibility to adapt the frequency to save power. When running at a lower speed, less cycles are consumed.
2. When the processor is turned into deep sleep mode, no cycles are consumed.
3. Different processor series update the time stamp counter on different intervals. In early designs the counter is updated every clock cycle. Nowadays, it is tended to use a factor dependent on the front-side-bus and CPU speed.

Considering the above characteristics of the time stamp counter, it is noticeable that in order to present measurements in time units, the average processor speed during the interval must be known. In case these values are known, the measured time interval can be calculated as follows:

\[
t_i = \frac{T_{tsc}}{f_{avg}}
\]

In Equation 15, \( t_i \) is the time interval in seconds, \( T_{tsc} \) is the difference of the TSC register value in the time interval and \( f_{avg} \) is the corresponding average frequency. Tian et al. [37] use similar methods to synchronize relative clocks over the network and claim to read values up to nanosecond precision. The synchronized, relative time values are precise in the order of 10 \( \mu s \). It must be noted that the experimental test configuration of Tian et al. [37] contains fairly old hardware.

A new problem arises with the *Symmetric Multi-core Processing (SMP)* systems. Every core has its own TSC register. Now consider the following scenario: When a thread is started the RDTSC instruction is executed. While running, the scheduler of the operating system can decide to stop a thread, \( t_A \), temporarily in favor of another thread. This leaves thread \( t_A \) in ready state, waiting for available processor time proceed processing. When a core is free, the scheduler can decide to run thread \( t_A \), but not necessarily on the same core. So assume that the thread is assigned to another core. Now the thread is stopped and we read again the TSC register. Note that both counters are not necessarily synchronized, because both cores can be scaled separately. Therefore, the measured time in cycles does not represent a valid value. The measured time can even be negative.

\* Figure 36: When a thread is assigned different cores during its life-span benchmarking results might be wrong, even if the start and stop values are gathered from the same core. \*
Note that it is possible to detect on which core the thread runs, but this does not solve the problem. The operating system can decide to swap the thread to another core multiple times. While the begin and end times are measured on the same core, it is possible that this value is not valid, because the core can have an intermediate time of a down-scaled frequency or even sleep mode. This behavior is shown in Figure 36.

In the priority processing application, only short and highly computational worker threads at high priority are used. Therefore, it is assumed that during this interval the processor runs at full speed. Operating systems often give the possibility to manually disable frequency scaling options, such that the frequency is fixed. Since the priority processing application uses only short worker thread, with a life-span of tens of milliseconds, it is assumed that the thread runs entirely on the same core. In practice this gives good results, however occasionally peaky time measurements can be observed which are not explainable. These can be relative high peaks, but also negative peaks. These peaky measurements can easily be filtered from the experimental data.
D. POSIX THREADS AND SIGNALS

The IEEE 1003.1 standards [20] defines a Portable Operating System Interface for Unix (POSIX), see [20]. In IEEE and Group [20, Section 2.4] signal concepts are defined. A signal is generated by an event, which can be a hardware fault, timer expiration or a software interrupt. A signal can be sent to a thread, a process or a process group. Each thread can accept or block particular signals, whereas each signal has a default action. When a signal is received by a thread, it can take the default action, ignore the signal or perform a custom action which is done by a signal handler.

When a non-blocked signal is send to process while the process is executing a function, the signal can effect the behavior of this function. When the signal causes the process to terminate, the function will not return. When a signal handler is defined to take action upon receiving a signal, the interrupted function will continue after completion of the signal handler.

D.1 LINUX SIGNALS

Thangaraju [36] describes the usage of Linux threads from the perspective of the application programmer. Like described by McCracken [25], the Linux signal handling differs in some ways from the POSIX standards. The standards describe the handling of signals from the process perspective, whereas the Linux kernel provides signal handling per thread basis. It must be noted that all signals are first delivered to the process before actually being delivered to the correct thread.

Each thread inherits the signal mask from its parent process. The signal mask defines the set of blocked signals. This implies that once a signal is blocked by the process, it can not be caught by a child thread. When a signal can not be delivered to the correct thread it is handled by the corresponding Linux process, causing it to terminate as a default action. When sending signals at very high rates, like in multimedia applications, it will occasionally happen that a signal causes the main process to terminate unexpected. Since the standard Linux kernel is not a real-time kernel, it is not guaranteed when the signal is handled. This can cause unresponsiveness when a lot of signals are sent to a process.

D.2 SUSPENDING AND RESUMING POSIX THREADS

As a mechanism to divide the available resources among competing tasks, suspending and resuming of tasks have been described in Section 3.5.2. The POSIX API does not provide a standard way to allow suspending and resuming of threads (we assume implicitly a direct mapping of tasks to threads). Jenks et al. [21] describe a way to use Linux signals to allow suspending and resuming of threads. Figure 37 shows how the suspending and resuming of threads is achieved.

![Diagram showing thread SUSPENDING and RESUMING](image)

*Figure 37: When a user defined signal SIGUSR1 arrives, the signal handler is executed which blocks the thread until a user defined resume signal SIGUSR2 arrives. The resume signal annulates the blocking state of the signal handler, such that the thread continues its operation.*

First, it is assumed that a thread is following its regular execution path. The thread is associated with a signal handler for a user defined signal, SIGUSR1. When this signal comes in, the signal handler is executed. This signal handler on its turn blocks until another user defined signal, SIGUSR2 arrives. Since after the successful return of the signal handler the thread will proceed its execution where it left before, this SIGUSR2 signal releases the thread from the blocked state, or in other words: resumes the thread.

The problem with applying this method in the field of video applications is the huge amount of signals that are needed to control the application. For example in the priority processing application, the control divides time-slices among competing algorithms. These time-slices are in the order of 1 ms. This means that every millisecond multiple signals must be handled by the thread, which causes to much overhead. As an alternative, the use of priority bands can be considered as described in Section 3.5.3.
E. PLATFORM SPECIFICATIONS

Measurement data for the priority processing applications are obtained by running simulations on the following platforms:

1. Gentoo GNU/Linux on x86_64
   - kernel 2.6.25-gentoo-r6
   - Intel Core 2 T7200, 2.00 GHz GenuineIntel
   - 2 GB RAM
   - The MathWorks Matlab 7.5.0.338 (R2007b), August 7th 2007
   - Simulink 7.0 (R2007b), August 2nd 2007
   - GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) 4.1.2 (Gentoo 4.1.2 p1.1)

2. Microsoft Windows XP Professional Service Pack 3
   - Intel Xeon E5345, 2.33 GHz GenuineIntel
   - 3 GB RAM
   - The MathWorks Matlab 7.5.0.338 (R2007b), August 7th 2007
   - Simulink 7.0 (R2007b), August 2nd 2007
   - Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 C++ Compiler